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Friday » 27.1. mONday » 30.1. tUesday » 31.1. WedNesday » 1.2. tHUrsday » 2.2. Friday » 3.2. satUrday » 4.2. sUNday » 5.2.

19:00 » KUNstraUm 
KreUZBerG/BetHaNieN
ctm.12 eXHiBitiON OpeNiNG

GHOsts OFF tHe sHelF
by thibaut de ruyter (de/Fr)

tHe crystal WOrld OpeN 
laBOratOry
by martin Howse (UK)

ryan Jordan (UK)

Jonathan Kemp (UK)

ralf Baecker (de)

iNstallatiONs & WOrKs
aUdiNt (UK)

anke eckardt (de)

Ursula Bogner (de)

Felix Kubin (de)

alexander christou (de)

chris salter (ca/Qc)

laura lópez paniagua (es)

19:00 » lOKdOcK 
paNZer
Object by Nik Nowak (de) 

15:00 » HaU 2
Hosted by the Wire
ZOdiaK reVisited ii –
cON talK
talk with Wolfgang seidel (de)

Jens strüver (de) 
thomas Fehlmann (cH/de) 
moderator: Geeta dayal (Us) 

17:00 » HaU 1
eliaNe radiGUe ii
eliane radigue (Fr) in conversation 
with thibaut de ruyter (Fr/de)

15:00 » HaU 2 
ZOdiaK reVisited iV
talk with Hans-Joachim  
roedelius (de)

sven-Åke Johansson (se/de)

Borngräber & strüver (de)

moderator: paul paulun (de)

16–19:00 » WaU at HaU 2 
electrO-acOUstic caFe
James Brewster (se)

19:30 » HaU 2 
ZOdiaK reVisited V
Köhn (Be)

Qluster (Hans-Joachim roedelius 
& Onnen Bock
special guest: armin metz) (de) 

15:00 » HaU 3
Hosted by the Wire
pOst-traUmatic eUpHOria
talk with James Ferraro (Us)

daniel lopatin (Us)

moderator: Geeta dayal (Us)

16–19:00 » WaU at HaU 2 
electrO-acOUstic caFe
James Brewster (se)

17:00 » HaU 3
respect spectre i
tom mccarthy (UK), (tbc)

19:00 » HaU 3
respect spectre ii
»phantom love«, film by Nina 
menkes (Us), 2007, 87 min.

15:00 » HaU 3
iNVisiBle attacKs &
HideOUts i
talk with aUdiNt (steve Good-
man, toby Heys) (UK), moderator: 
paul paulun (de)

16–19:00 » WaU at HaU 2 
electrO-acOUstic caFe
James Brewster (se)

17:00 » HaU 3
iNVisiBle attacKs &
HideOUts ii
intervention by martin clausen (de)

18:00 » HaU 3
tHe stONe tape i
Bradley l. Garrett (UK), lecture and 
film »Urban explorers: Quests for 
myth, mystery and meaning«

15:00 » HaU 3
tHe stONe tape ii
Julian Wolfreys (UK)

Byung-chul Han (Kr/de) 
moderator: andreas l. Hofbauer (at)

16–19:00 » WaU at HaU 2 
electrO-acOUstic caFe
James Brewster (se)

17:00 » HaU 3
trasH/streams (WastelaNd)
reza Negarestani (ir)

mark Fisher (UK)

19:00 » HaU 3
respect spectre iii
»Ghost dance«, film by Ken 
mcmullen (UK), 1983, 100 min.

15:00 » KUNstraUm
KreUZBerG/BetHaNieN
all access Or
limited editiON
presentation by realeyz.tv

16:00 KUNstraUm 
KreUZBerG/BetHaNieN
tHe crystal WOrld salON
presentation/performance with 
martin Howse (UK), Jonathan Kemp (UK)

ryan Jordan (UK), ralf Baecker (de),
and participants

16–18:00 » WaU at HaU 2 
electrO-acOUstic caFe
James Brewster (se)

DISCOURSE pROgRam
 & EXHIBITION



mONday » 30.1. tUesday » 31.1. WedNesday » 1.2. tHUrsday » 2.2. Friday » 3.2. satUrday » 4.2. sUNday » 5.2.

19:30 » HaU 1
ctm.12 OpeNiNG cONcert
eliaNe radiGUe i
eliane radigue (Fr) »Naldjorlak«, 
performed by charles curtis (Us), 
carol robinson (Us) and Bruno 
martinez (Fr)

19:30 » HaU 2
ZOdiaK reVisited i
conrad schnitzler (de) »piano 
Works (disklavier)«
Free arts lab (de)

19:30 » WaU at HaU 2
ctm.12 OpeNiNG cOcKtail
dJ U-lee (de)

19:00 » KaNtiNe
cdr – ideas aNd tracKs iN 
tHe maKiNG
Open workshop by morphosis (lB), 
pole (de), and listening session

19:30 » HaU 1
eliaNe radiGUe iii
eliane radigue (Fr) »psi 847« 
(1972/73), performed by lionel 
marchietti (Fr)

19:30 » HaU 2
ZOdiaK reVisited iii
conrad schnitzler (de) »cassette 
concert«, conducted by 
Wolfgang seidel (de)

Borngräber & strüver (de)

21:00 » BerGHaiN
silicON tUNed
Byetone (de, dJ-set)

Kyoka (Jp)

mark Fell (UK)

Kangding ray (Fr/de)

sendai (Be)

22:00 » lOKdOcK 
paNZer
NiK NOWaK Vs UltramOOdem
performance by Nik Nowak (de), 
moritz stumm (de)

19:30 » HaU 2 
ZOdiaK reVisited V
Köhn (Be)

Qluster (Hans-Joachim roedelius 
& Onnen Bock, special guest: 
armin metz) (de) 

21:00 » HaUs der KUltUreN 
der Welt
tHe GHOst iN tHe macHiNe
Joshua light show (Us)

featuring supersilent (NO)

21:00 » BerGHaiN
parastrOpHics
dJ elephant power (Be)

sølyst (de)

solistenensemble Kaleidoskop (de)

mouse On mars (de)

 
21:00 » KaNtiNe
artiFicial mysteries
the Haxan cloak (UK)

cut Hands (UK)

prsZr (pl/at)

Bill Kouligas (Gr, dJ set)

19:30 » HaU 1
mOHN
mohn live (de)

19:30 » HaU 2 
pre-cert HOme
eNtertaiNmeNt
presents the music of applehead, 
anworth Kirk, slant azimuth (UK)

21:00 » BerGHaiN
BlUrred GateWays
Balam acab (Us) 
Holy Other (UK) 
oOoOO (Us) 

Kuedo (UK)

puzzle (iNt)

21:00 » KaNtiNe
tappiNG tHe real
stellar Om source (Nl)

iamtHatiam (Us)

Heatsick (UK)

ital (Us)

O’tannenbaum dJs (Nl)

19:30 » HaU 2 
BlUes dHiKr al-salam (BlUes 
al maQam)
catherine christer Hennix and 
the chora(s)san time-court 
mirage (se/iNt)

21:00 » HaUs der KUltUreN 
der Welt
tHe GHOst iN tHe macHiNe
Joshua light show (Us)

feat. Oneohtrix point Never (Us)

21:00 » BerGHaiN
 ≠ NOt eQUal
Opium Hum (de)

Ben Frost with shahzad ismaily & 
Borgar magnason (is/Us)

mika Vainio (Fi)

morphosis (lB)

roly porter (UK) & mFO (de)

G.H. (UK)

ancient methods (de)

00:00 » paNOrama Bar
… Get perlONiZed!
mara trax (il/de)

Zip (de)

Baby Ford (UK)

sammy dee (de)

Video: Jörg Franzmann (de)

23:00 » KaNtiNe
paraNOiac paradise
andy Votel (UK/dJ set)

Kettel (Nl)

co la (Us)

James Ferraro (Us)

Novo line (Us)

23:00 » Kater HOlZiG
tHe OUtlaW discOtHeQUe
Ghettospheric (de/UK)

taprikk sweezee (de)

ital (Us/dJ set)

19:30 » HaU 2 
circUlar Veil
Grouper with
Jefre cantu-ledesma (Us)

20:30 » passiONsKircHe
OrGaN cONcert
tim Hecker (ca/Qc)

21:00 » HaUs der KUltUreN 
der Welt
tHe GHOst iN tHe macHiNe
Joshua light show (Us) 
feat. manuel Göttsching (de)

23:00 » GretcHeN 1
Hyper-real
delfonic (de)

shlohmo (Us)

salva (Us)

Hudson mohawke (UK)

anstam (de)

lando Kal (Us)

Visuals: U-matic & telematique (de)

23:00 » GretcHeN 2
alterNatiVe FictiON
antoni maiovvi (UK/de)

loud-e (Nl)

cosmo Vitelli (Fr)

diskJokke (NO)

23:00 » HOrst KrZBrG
mUtaBle traNsFOrmatiON
pole (de)

Harmonious thelonious (de)

Hieroglyphic Being (Us)

Kassem mosse (de)

marius reisser (de)

15:00 » .HBc
raNdOm NOiZe mUsicK 
matiNee
shrubbn!! & transforma (de)

cristian Vogel (UK)

Oval (de)

marc Weiser aka rechenzentrum (de)

thomas Fehlmann (cH/de, dJ-set)

17:00 » HaU 2
trOWO pHUrNaG ceremONy
phurpa (rU)

20:00 » passiONsKircHe
tOUcH.30: spire
charles matthews (UK) 
marcus davidson (UK)

Hildur Guðnadóttir (is)

the eternal chord (iNt)

Jana Winderen (NO)

eleh (Us)

»Organology«, group improvisation

mUSIC pROgRam
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»SpIRIT IS aN EpIDEmIC wHICH ENDS THE myTH Of THE SOUl 
By TakINg IT INTO THE OUTER NIgHTS Of EXISTENCE.«

—

REza NEgaRESTaNI
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the thirteenth edition of ctm – Festival for adventurous music and related arts is dedicated 

to the current conjuncture of the ghostly, mysterious and dark in experimental music, avant-

pop and art – and inquires deeply into its causes and potential. We welcome you warmly to join 

us on this trip!

wElCOmE
ctm.12 – spectral

a reversal is taking place on the fringes of today’s pop culture: 
drag, witch house, hypnagogic pop, hauntology, analog synthesizer 
music, neo-industrial, and drone music all focus on the energy of 
negativity and unconsciousness. throughout these various styles 
one explores revisitations of past music and media and their un-
fulfilled utopias and dystopias, conjures eerie presences that rise 
from the deep material structures, and rejects the state of lively 
present with bitterness, euphoria or everything in between. decel-
eration, decay, fumigation, noise, deformation, liquefaction, mys-
tery, nostalgia, kitsch, emptiness, loss, withdrawal, the longing 
for transcendence, mundane alchemy, and xeno-communications 
are the buzzwords of an aesthetic that counters the relentlessness 
of hyper-capitalist production and its incessant demand for posi-
tive engagement. parallels can be drawn to current protest move-
ments, from Occupy Wall street to anonymous. in both cases, the 
avoidance of a positive alternative vision is formulated in an unset-
tling response to a confusing situation: engagement that does not 
call for anything specific makes an essentially impossible demand, 
and thus poses what is perhaps the most radical challenge to the 
current social order.

in this sense, the reawakened interest in the uncanny and in the 
ephemeral qualities of analog technologies and real materials 
must be understood as a response to a fundamental malaise: we 
have reached a dead-end. Faced with exponentially growing ar-
chives and crisis as a permanent state, it seems as if the future 
of Western societies and their pop culture is doomed to lie in the 
past. everything seems to exist already, to have been done before, 
and, thanks to rapid advances in technical media, to be endless-
ly reproducible. there really is nothing new under the sun. de-

this latter aspect to keep the upper hand, the networks of friends 
and associates who help us overcome challenges are absolutely vi-
tal. Our heartfelt thanks go therefore to the countless individuals 
who put ideas and energy into planning the Festival, as well as to 
our numerous partners and all supporters of our work.

special thanks this year therefore go to the jury of the Hauptstadt-
kulturfonds, which once again expressed its appreciation of our 
work by approving funding; and likewise to the Bundeszentrale für 
politische Bildung, whose generous contribution once again facili-
tated our series of discursive events.

Nor should it be overlooked that the Festival relies on the long-
standing support of several other partners, among whom number 
various foreign cultural institutes and embassies such as the em-
bassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the embassy of canada, 
the Québec Government Office Berlin, the embassy of the King-
dom of Norway, the polish institute in Berlin, the institut Français, 
the embassy of the United states of america, and others. We also 
thank the Nordic cultural Fund, which has enabled the Festival, 
in collaboration with its sister project transmediale, to showcase 
a broad range of scandinavian artists this year. We are, as ever, 
enormously grateful also to our courageous »free market« part-
ners, namely the satis & Fy aG Berlin, Berlin partner and ableton 
aG, to name just a few. and last, but by no means least, the culture 
programme of the european commission has generously facili-
tated our work on european and international perspectives since 
mid-2010, namely the ecas project, Networking tomorrow’s art 
for an Unknown Future.

spite all this, we find ourselves compelled to engage in breathless 
activity. What remains is an obsession with the technological and 
cultural artifacts of our own recent past. For want of future per-
spectives, art, music, and society constantly draw on ceaselessly 
recycled streams of media, forms and materials. at the flea mar-
kets, dumps and archives of global civilization, diy-media archae-
ology, painstaking bricolage, combinatorial games and crude tink-
ering with found objects thus become the final resort, whenever a 
master plan is absent by necessity. But it is precisely such uneasy 
contexts that prevent us from settling comfortably into the past and 
ultimately becoming ghosts ourselves; as there is no rest in sight, 
the search must continue. Wherever media surfaces have not been 
smoothed over, wherever material retains its tension, wherever 
deliberate artistic strategies are eschewed, and the monstrous 
and hallucinatory effects of the media laid bare, there lies a chance 
to keep open the cracks and gaps through which future newness 
may confront us still.

the Festival with its extensive program of music, exhibitions and 
discursive events accordingly welcomes all spirits, and hails the 
plastic force that steps up to meet us, the alien thru eerie and, at 
times, beautiful »(un)being« that haunts sounds, images and de-
vices.

the most pressing task of a word of welcome is to thank all sup-
porters – first and foremost, those who have accompanied the in-
ternational ctm Festival throughout long and critical times. For, as 
we have learned from our thirteen years of work in this field: crisis 
is permanent, the normal state of affairs, and unfailingly ignomini-
ous; and yet, at the same time, crisis drives our development. For 

in addition, we thank all our partners in Berlin and elsewhere, 
our network icas – international cities of advanced sound, our 
new and old Festival venues – Berghain, .HBc, the arts space Kun-
straum Kreuzberg / Bethanien, Gretchen, Horst Krzbrg, the pas-
sionskirche and HaU, as well as matthias lillienthal, for his vigor-
ous support and rousing in-put throughout his final months as the 
latter’s artistic director.

Finally, we thank our partner festival, the transmediale, its man-
aging agency, Kulturprojekte Berlin and our media partners, the 
Wire, resident advisor, deutschlandradio Kultur, radioeins, elec-
tronic Beats, Zitty, exberliner, Groove, intro, Berliner Fenster, Bln.
fm, Kulturnews and reboot.fm for their excellent cooperation.

Our singular and greatest thanks go to our families (in the broad 
sense) – for their lasting support and for bearing our festival ob-
session with patience, as well as the members of our team – for 
their exceptional work and their faith in the Festival’s success, de-
spite persistent existential menace, and for their ideas and coura-
geous, constructive criticism; and also to our participating artists 
and – most important of all – to our public!

Here’s wishing all of us an enthused and enthusing Festival week!

Oliver Baurhenn, Jan rohlf & remco schuurbiers
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a student of piano and harp, radigue was already composing music 
before she heard a broadcast by musique concrète founder pierre 
schaeffer. she became his student shortly thereafter in the early 
50s, and also worked as an assistant to pierre Henry, during which 
time she created some of the sounds that appeared in his work. 

she created her first synthesizer-based music in 1970-71, while 
working at the New york University school of the arts. at this stage, 
her goal was to create a slow, purposeful »unfolding« of sound, 
which she felt to be closer to the minimal composers of New york 
at the time than to the French musique concrète composers. But 
it was her move towards explorations with the arp synthesizer and 
recording tape that began garnering considerable attention. after 
presenting the first of her adnos pieces in 1974, it was suggested 
that her music was deeply related to meditation and tibetan Bud-
dhism, which she proceeded to explore thereafter while stopping 
to compose music for a while. 

When radigue took up her career again in 1979, she continued to 
work with the arp synthesizer, which became her signature in-
strument. she composed Triptych for the Ballet théâtre de Nancy, 
adnos II & adnos III (1979-80) and began the large-scale cycle of 
works based on the life of the tibetan master, milarepa. in the ear-
ly 90s, she devoted herself to a singular three-hour work, the Tri
logie de la mort, also influenced by tibetan teachings. she com-
posed her last electronic work, l’Ile Resonante, in 2000. 

in response to the demands of musicians worldwide, she has be-
gun creating works for specific performers and instruments to-
gether with electronics, and has dedicated herself to works for 
acoustic instruments since 2004. 

ctm’s homage to this tireless pioneer begins with the opening-
night presentation of her latest work, Naldjorlak, the first part 
of which was created in 2005 with the celebrated cellist charles 
curtis. part two of the work was created in 2007, specifically for 
basset-horn players carol robinson and Bruno martinez. the final 
section of Naldjorlak was completed together with the trio, and 
the complete work Naldjorlak I, II, III was presented for the first 
time in 2009. this very same trio – curtis, robinson, and martinez 
– will be present for a rare performance of the complete Naldjor
lak cycle at ctm.12.

the following day, festivalgoers are invited to a talk with eliane ra-
digue herself, hosted by Berlin-based curator thibaut de ruyter, 
as well as a very special presentation of radigue’s pSI 847. Written 
during 1972-73, the piece is a prime example of radigue’s pioneer-
ing work with tape music, and will be performed from its original 
tape recording. performing this work is French musician lionel 
marchetti, a longtime friend of radigue’s and himself a respected 
musique concrète artist known for his improvisational work with 
microphones and loudspeakers.

While each year ctm strives to present the newest emerging trends 
and forms of adventurous and electronic music, the festival also 
takes care to historically contextualize them by presenting early pi-
oneers and explorers that shaped and paved the way for contempo-
rary creativity. in addition to the homage to eliane radigue, ctm.12 
presents several other notable showcases of pio neering artists, in-
cluding the presentation of works by the late conrad schnitzler, a 
performance by Joachim roedelius, a performative drone installa-
tion by catherine christer Hennix, and, in collaboration with trans-
mediale, the wet visuals of the Joshua light show

HOmagE TO 
ElIaNE RaDIgUE

Opening the ctm.12 festival this year is a very special homage to French electronic music com-

poser eliane radigue. active for over 40 years, radigue is considered by many a pioneer in 

electronic music, using synthesizer and tape to create pieces of long duration and deep con-

templation. By reducing her compositions to a few sound events that gradually appear, over-

lap, recede, and oscillate in critical frequencies over long periods of time, radigue produces a 

hyper-attentive environment in which each sound is maximally charged. space and time seem 

to deform and dissolve. sound becomes a door into a world beyond.

cHarles cUrtis (Us)
a graduate of the Juilliard School of music, cellist Charles Cur
tis has been professor of Contemporary music performance at 
the University of California, San Diego since 2000. as an or
chestral musician and concert soloist, he has performed un
der distinguished conductors such as Herbert Blomstedt, an
dré previn, John Eliot gardiner, and max Rudolf. acknowledged 
internationally as a performer of new and experimental music, 
Curtis has been closely associated for over fifteen years with 
the avantgarde composer la monte young, having participat
ed in more performances and premières of young’s works than 
any other interpreter, and recognized as one of the few instru
mentalists to have perfected young’s highly complex just into
nation tunings. as an outgrowth of his intensive work with la 
monte young and his presence in the New york avantgarde rock 
scene, Curtis has evolved into a creative artist straddling the 
boundaries between art rock, sound art and minimalist com
position. 

carOl rOBiNsON (Us)
Composer and clarinetist, graduate of the Oberlin Conserva
tory, Carol Robinson has a multifaceted musical life, collabo
rating with video artists, photographers, and musicians from 
diverse horizons. Her concert pieces, works for radio, instal
lations, and dance and filmscores often combine acoustic 
sounds with electronics, and her musical aesthetic is strong
ly influenced by a fascination for aleatoric systems. Her re
cent releases include a CD of her work, Billows (plush, 2009), 
solo monograph recordings of music by giacinto Scelsi, mor
ton feldman, luigi Nono, and luciano Berio for the mode la
bel, phill Niblock for the influential Touch imprint, as well as 
classical music and jazz for labels such as Syrius, Btl and Nato.

BrUNO martiNeZ (Fr)
Holding the position of first bass clarinet at the Orchestre na
tional de l’Opéra de paris since 1992, Bruno martinez has previ
ously performed under an array of celebrated conductors such 
as pierre Boulez, Seiji Ozawa, Charles Dutoit, kurt Sanderling, 
Valery gergiev and others. martinez has contributed to a di
verse set of contemporary and electroacoustic music record
ings on prestigious labels such as Columbia, philips, academy, 
polydor, and mercury since the early 90s.

liONel marcHetti (Fr)
lionel marchetti is an influential figure in the world of mu
sique concrète. Born in 1967, he began his music studies auto
didactically before being taken under the wing of Xavier garcia. 
He has been overseeing the electroacoustic studio CfmI at the 
Université lumière lyon 2 since 1989, and has also composed 
as part of the groupe de Recherches musicales in paris since 
1993, one of his favourite subjects being improvisation using 
microphones and loudspeakers. a dedicated improvisational
ist and recipient of two Qwartz Electronic music awards, mar
chetti has performed all over france, Europe, Japan, australia 
and the US.

tHiBaUt de rUyter (de/Fr)
living in Berlin, Thibaut de Ruyter is an architect, critic, and cu
rator that harbours a lifelong passion for music. He is a regular 
contributor to art press, Il giornale dell’architettura, fucking 
good art, and zitty, and has written essays for various cata
logues. Researching Electronic Voice phenomena for the last 
ten years, he has curated a variety of exhibits and founded the 
isab (internationale sommerakademie autocenter Berlin) in 
2009. » see page 70

 HaU 1 » 30.1. » 19:30
elIaNe raDIGUe I: NalDJOrlaK

ElIaNE RaDIgUE (fR, COmpOSITION), CHaRlES CURTIS (CEllO, US), CaROl ROBINSON (BaSSET 
HORN, US), BRUNO maRTINEz (BaSSET HORN, fR)

HaU 1 » 31.1. » 17:00
elIaNe raDIGUe II

ElIaNE RaDIgUE (fR) IN CONVERSaTION wITH THIBaUT DE RUyTER (fR /DE)

HaU 1 » 31.1. » 19:30
elIaNe raDIGUe III: psI 847

ElIaNE RaDIgUE (COmpOSITION, fR) pERfORmED By lIONEl maRCHETTI (fR)
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JörG BUrGer (de)
Best known for his releases as the Bionaut and the modernist, 
Jörg Burger invented a style of spongey, springy techno based on 
rolling bass lines and rhythmic vocoded synth stabs that exudes 
euphoric coolness. Other projects include trinkwasser, pop Up 
and triola.
» j-burger.com

WOlFGaNG VOiGt (de)
Wolfgang Voigt’s many aliases include mike ink, love inc, studio1 
and Gas. the highly illustrious and prolific Kompakt maestro bal-
ances his devotion to the 4/4 bass drum with a penchant for experi-
mentation and a host of highly conceptual projects.
» wolfgang-voigt.com

mOHN
mOhN lIve

HaU 1 — THURSDay / 2.2. / 19:30

mohn is the German word for poppy. yet despite the pop inclinations that these two have some-

times worn on their lapels, the poppy in question here is the flower, and perhaps most aptly, 

the basis for opium production. mohn is a new collaboration between Wolfgang Voigt and Jörg 

Burger, two of the original masterminds behind minimal techno and godfathers of what be-

came known as the »sound of cologne«. in 1993 they co-founded the record shop delirium, 

which by 1998 had morphed into the mighty Kompakt imperium. aside from a handful of releas-

es as Burger/Voigt, the duo’s most notable work to date was in 1996, under the name Burger/

ink. the las Vegas lp was a landmark in blending techno and ambient aesthetics. mohn is a 

continuation of this approach, combining their signature sounds in a kind of slow-motion, nar-

cotic dance music for the mind, meant to be enjoyed while seated. Following this world premier 

performance, an lp is slated for release in april 2012. 



»THE zODIak waS SOmETHINg UNfaTHOmaBlE, 
mySTERIOUS, BlaCk, aND BaREly CONTROllaBlE.«

— 

CONRaD SCHNITzlER, QUOTE fROm a paNEl DISCUSSION aT 
THE kUNSTHallE DüSSElDORf, 2007
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For the duration of the Festival, HaU 2 will be turned into a listening environment where we will 

endeavour to contact spirits of the Zodiak Free arts lab, the legendary music and performance 

space, opened in 1967 by conrad schnitzler, Hans-Joachim roedelius and Boris schaak, and 

active till the end of 1969 on the ground floor of this very building. a novel platform with an 

open-door policy and a serene disregard of filters such as »education«, »skill« and »virtuos-

ity«, the Zodiak served to incubate and launch the musical careers of Kluster, ash-ra tempel, 

tangerine dream, Human Being, agitation Free, Klaus schulze, as well as other projects of the 

»Berlin school« so inadequately described by reference solely to krautrock and cosmic music.

zODIak REVISITED
HaU 2 — mONDay / 30.1.– wEDNESDay / 1.2.

like many a nightlife venue, the Zodiak existed for a short time 
only. in this makeshift laboratory, which was decorated in mini-
malist black and white, and equipped with the barest essentials, 
the intersection of various vectors inherent to the time and place 
propelled some astounding developments. then as now however, 
economic and structural challenges ultimately spelled the end for 
this type of laboratory. yet such apparent failure must be read per-
haps, also as a prerequisite of the extraordinary artistic intensity 
with which the Zodiak blazed a trail in the annals of music. either 
way, how such a unique moment crystallizes when people aban-
don their comfort zone to tread new ground and test novel styles 
of perception and expression, and how they endeavour to maintain 
such a space under threat, are just two of the mysteries that the 
Zodiak is calling upon younger generations.

in addition to performances and artworks from, and talks with for-
mer Zodiak protagonists, a range of contemporary musicians will 
present projects that engage with the underlying concepts of the 
lab in its heyday. two panel discussions will illuminate the Zo-
diak’s past and consider our current situation in the light of its 
acoustic and situative utopias (» see page 64). in the HaU 2 foy-
er artefacts and original art work from the Zodiak are exhibited, 
kindly provided by sven-Åke Johansson, himself a participant in 
the activities at the Zodiak. the artists who follow hard on the 
heels of the 3-day Zodiak revisited program in HaU 2, are not di-
rectly related with the Zodiak as such, but their unconventional 
performances, their quest for novel ways of perception and com-
municating, and the consistently experimental character of their 
interdisciplinary approach certainly perpetuate the vibe of its in-
creasingly vague legacy.

zODIak REVISITED I
cONraD schNItzler »pIaNO WOrKs (DIsKlavIer)« Free arts lab FeatUrING  

aNat cOhavI / KlaUs Kürvers / sImON rOse / WOlFGaNG seIDel / els vaNDeWeyer
HaU 2 — mONDay / 30.1. / 19:30

the Zodiak program opens with compositions for mechanical piano written by the singular 

conrad schnitzler, who died, sadly, on 4th august last year, at the age of 74. schnitzler – a sea-

man, industrial labourer, student of Beuys and stockhausen, autodidact, co-founder of Kluster 

(with Hans-Joachim roedelius and dieter moebius), sometimes member of tangerine dream, 

and incorrigible experimentalist, was a source of inspiration for numerous later artists. a pio-

neer of new musical forms, he ranked among the first adepts to recognize and consistently ex-

plore the potential of the synthesizer. His non-conformist, experimental bent made him a key 

figure in an unorthodox free form of electronic music, and hence one of the foremost figures 

of the electronic avant-garde in Germany.

Schnitzler, who called himself a »sound labourer« was a trail
blazer of 70s industrial culture, DIy electroacoustics, the post
punk of the 80s and, finally, of electronica and the posteve
rything experiments of today. However, he personally steered 
clear of movements, categories and the dominant zeitgeist, was 
happy to not belong, and eschewed the conventions of the es
tablished worlds of art and music. Schnitzler also kept out of 
the public eye and gave no concerts in the last decades of his 
life. yet he was all the more productive for that, and continued 
until the end of his days to delight friends and fans worldwide 
with gifts of his untiring stream of sounds and notes on home
made CDRs. while his experiments thus spread like wildfire in 
mysterious ways, Conrad Schnitzler pursued a hermit lifestyle 
on the edge of Berlin, in his studio at DallgowDöberitz – last
ingly and irrefutably a man unto himself.

The piano as well as the synthesizer held infinite fascination for 
Schnitzler. for more than a decade he devoted himself to pro
ducing an abundance of material for the disklavier, a comput
erpowered classical piano able to play notes and pedals inde

pendently. These compositions outstrip human capacity to play 
and fathom the instrument’s full potential. Excerpts from this 
work have been presented to date only once, in may 2005 at the 
Berlin gallery, zero, and are documented on the albums piano 
works Vol. I (Individuelle mythologie, 1997), and klavierhelm 
(Important Records, 2006). They can be heard once again in the 
framework of »piano works (Disklavier)«, a concert installation 
of several hours’ duration. The orphaned piano leaves room for 
the presence of Conrad Schnitzler and simultaneously symbol
izes the gap left by the death of this free spirit, who was still 
full of projects and plans.

an intermezzo courtesy of wolfgang Seidel (» see pages 18, 65), 
a longstanding friend and associate of Conrad Schnitzler, and 
the free arts lab, a changing lineup of artists, will summon 
the spirit of The zodiak and perpetuate it in free improvisation.

Conrad Schnitzler’s official fan website:
» fancymoon.com/con_s

with the kind support of yamaha pianoworld & René george 
klaviere.
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zODIak REVISITED V
KöhN / qlUster

HaU 2 — wEDNESDay / 1.2. / 19:30

zODIak REVISITED III
cONraD schNItzler »cassette cONcert«, cONDUcteD by WOlFGaNG seIDel 

bOrNGräber & strüver
HaU 2 — TUESDay / 31.1. / 19:30

in a further tribute to the work of conrad schnitzler, Wolfgang seidel, co-founder of ton steine 

scherben and a long-standing friend of schnitzler will conduct a two-part »cassette concert«. 

seidel is namely one of the few players schnitzler personally authorized in his lifetime to per-

form this work. in the intermission, Borngräber & strüver will play improvisations with a pre-

pared piano, and electronica, and further instruments.

a further co-founder of the Zodiak Free arts lab, as well as a pioneer, living legend and long-

standing formative influence on the electronic music scene, is Hans-Joachim roedelius. Fol-

lowing Kluster (founded in 1969 with conrad schnitzler and dieter moebius) and cluster (in duo 

as of 1971 with dieter moebius), he has been treading new paths since 2007 in collaboration 

with Onnen Bock, under the name Qluster – and thus continues to pursue his original concept, 

the free improvisation of electronic music. roedelius’ musical influence is far-reaching and 

he certainly riveted the attention inter alia of Belgian artist Köhn, whose newest works attest 

to a fusion of american minimal music and free-form electronica à la roedelius.

WOlFGaNG seidel (de)
Wolfgang seidel co-founded the politically influential band ton 
steine scherben and worked frequently with conrad schnitzler. He 
is now a member of the trust that manages schnitzler’s musical 
legacy. seidel himself was also involved in the Zodiak in his youth, 
and ranked among the few people schnitzler personally author-
ized to perform his music. seidel aka sequenza keeps the spirit of 
the Zodiak alive with his own improvisation project, Free arts lab. 
scherben, his book about ton steine scherben, was published in 
spring 2005. 
» see page 17, 65

conrad schnitzler developed the »cassette concert« in the 80s as 
a dynamic method by which to simultaneously compose and per-
form electronic music, one that allowed elements of structured, 
composed, improvised and conceptual music to be fused at will. 
He thereby resolved also to render performance of his music in-
dependent of his own person, claiming that a »cassette concert« 
could in principle be performed by anyone, anywhere, anytime. all 
that it takes to do so is several playback devices, a mixer, and a 
number of pre-prepared cassettes (later cds, both supplied by 
schnitzler), containing single tracks of a larger composition. the 
performer freely combines these single tracks, regulates the vol-
ume and equalizer settings and so, in co-authorship with schnit-
zler, generates compositions that, although always identically un-
derpinned, unfold unpredictably, as unique pieces. the »cassette 

KöHN (Be)
Jürgen de Blonde has been releasing on the Belgian (K-raa-K)³ 
label as Köhn since 1998. His latest, random patterns, takes a 
more minimalist approach, focusing entirely on meditative, partly 
composed, partly improvised, krauty synthesizer landscapes.
» kraak.net

HaNs-JOacHim rOedeliUs (de)
Born in Berlin in 1934, roedelius was a cofounder of the Zodiak 
Free arts lab and various groups, including Human Being, Klus-
ter, cluster, Harmonia, tempus transit and lunzprojekt. He has 
been part of around 160 record productions, either as a soloist or 
with band projects.
» qluster.info
» see page 65

Whether playing with K, c or Q, Hans-Joachim roedelius personi-
fies a fundamentally experimental mind-set. to be in the moment, 
to trust one’s intuition and to embrace the unforeseeable as well 
as mistakes and the possibility of failure have always been and re-
main today, essential to his music. this is probably why, despite its 
utopian thru metaphysical connotations and its expansive, other-
worldly beauty, his music consistently evinces a deeply sympathet-
ic and humane dimension. despite its grace, it is music born also of 
irreconcilable opposites. and so, in the Qluster creations conjured 
still exclusively from analog hardware and acoustic instruments, 
there is always something tender and intimate to be heard, as well 
as something that beckons one to cross the borders of identity. 

BOrNGräBer & strüVer (de)
Jens strüver and christian Borngräber have been making music 
together since 1999. ten years later they founded the m=minimal 
label, eventually also releasing work by conrad schnitzler, as well 
as their own albums »in g«, »urlaub« and the conrad schnitzler / 
Borngräber & strüver cooperation »con-struct« (2011). they are 
now members of the trust that manages schnitzler’s musical es-
tate, with the plan to make some of schnitzler as yet unplublished 
works available, as well as to commission reworkings of the pio-
neering artist’s material by contemporary artists.
» m-minimal.com
» see page 65

concert« makes coincidental processes and shared authorship 
constitutive components of composition and performance. stat-
ic recordings are liquefied in an open-ended process with infinite 
possibilities. 

Berlin musicians Borngräber & strüver describe their minimalist 
pieces as »21st-century electro motoric kraut«, which pretty much 
sums up their musical frame of reference and general orientation. 
Borngräber & strüver lean on the levers of current sound design 
in order to heave the Berlin school legacy into the present. and not 
only in terms of their music but also as curators of the m=minimal 
label, they are very well versed in Berlin’s current range of musi-
cal levers. as special guests for their ctm concert they have invited 
Henning rice and Florian schäffer.

ONNeN BOcK (de)
Bock spent several years as musical assistant and audio engineer 
for the Berlin philharmonic, theatre sound engineer at the Volks-
bühne in Berlin and has been involved in over 30 album produc-
tions. His concerts revolve around analog live electronics. He has 
been working with roedelius since 2007.
» klangbearbeitung.de

armiN metZ (de)
armin metz is a bass player and multi-instrumentalist with vast 
studio and stage experience, particularly with Boobinga, Nadisha-
na trio and imogen Heap.
» myspace.com/arminmetz

Or, as veteran associate asmus tietchens says, »the listener is 
taken along with Qluster, on a path that appears to lose itself on an 
imaginary horizon. roedelius and Bock never stray from this path 
however, and nor do they lose sight of their destination. so they are 
conscientious boy scouts in a sense, whom the wanderer can join 
in full confidence. Qluster music may have no destination as such, 
and possibly lies in cloud-cuckoo-land. yet the direction is always 
clear: always follow the sun, over ever greater distances, to wher-
ever things look a little different, and sound a little different: new 
ground, terra incognita«.

For their performance, Qluster are not only going to haul an arse-
nal of analog electronic sound machines to Berlin but have also in-
vited armin metz to join them as their special guest.
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aNWOrtH KirK (UK)
the first project to be released on the pre-cert Home entertain-
ment label, anworth Kirk plunges into the theatrical and macabre 
through a stylistic nod to the industrial landscape of Northern eng-
land to capture you within a haunting fakelore.

appleHead (UK)
Only the second project to appear on the pre-cert Home enter-
tainment label, applehead mixes samples from spanish and ital-
ian horror films, erotica, crime fiction, and fairy-tales into a dark, 
european surrealism. 

demdiKe stare (UK)
emerging from the offices of manchester’s modern love label in 
2009, demdike stare’s miles Whittaker (aka pendle coven) and 
sean canty wowed electronic music fans right off the bat with their 
unique ability to blend disparate ethnic music, the sonic ley lines of 
cult soundtracks, and psychotomimetic ephemera into one mas-
terful dub-driven journey.
» modern-love.co.uk

slaNt aZimUtH (UK)
slant azimuth is the latest project on the pre-cert Home enter-
tainment label, and has, as of yet, no published material. expect 
explorations of the land of fiction, murky pasts, haunting sound-
scapes, and barely familiar influences.

aNdy VOtel (UK)
andy Votel is renowned for his eccentric compilations of obscure 
folk, prog, and psych, as the label founder of twisted Nerve re-
cords and Finders Keepers, and as a producer and sought-after 
remixer. He also runs the label /project pre-cert Home entertain-
ment together with demdike stare.
» myspace.com/andyvotel
» see page 35

pRE-CERT HOmE
ENTERTaINmENT

aNWOrth KIrK / appleheaD / slaNt azImUth
HaU 2 — THURSDay / 2.2. / 19:30

pre-cert Home entertainment is the vanity imprint that manufactures limited vinyl documents 

of contemporary musical and non-musical material researched by demdike stare (modern 

love) and andy Votel (Finders Keepers) in the north of england. part art, part trash, this open-

ended, disposable archive combines a cross section of oblique influences such as sound re-

search libraries, V.H.s. video culture, electronic Folkways records, sound poetry, tape manipu-

lation, european fumetti, outsider art, and field recording to name but a few. With a continued 

aesthetic focus on the theatrical and macabre as well as a stylistic nod to the folkloric /indus-

trial landscape of the anti-label’s local history, pre-cert aims to expand an open catalogue of 

man-made and mechanical music and disparate archival noise. expect an obscure multi-hour 

audiovisual stream of conciousness that taps into the archival depths of the id.
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Catherine Christer Hennix, born 1948 in stockholm, is an artist, 
poet, composer, and philosopher with a strong interest in logic, 
the foundations of mathematics, and formal music theory. Hen-
nix began her musical studies in the 60s, paying particular atten-
tion to the music of iannis Xenakis and Karlheinz stockhausen. 
she pursued studies with Hindustani raga master pandit pran 
Nath in the 70s, and has been a key protagonist in the downtown 
school along with la monte young and Henry Flynt, with whom 
she shared a number of collaborations. together, they coined the 
term Hese (Hallucinogenic ecstatic sound environment) to aptly 
describe their scientifically systematic quest for ecstatic states of 
consciousness. Hennix’s interest in drone music and the medita-
tive, trance-like state it induces is apparent in her exploration of 
similar music in many other cultures and traditions, drawing in-
spiration from the Japanese Gagaku music and the early, vocal, 
thirteenth-century music of perotinus and leoninus, for example.

amelia Cuni is a singer, composer and performer trained in india, 
according to the tradition of dhrupad singing and Kathak dance. 
Her present work includes contemporary music and multimedia 
collaborations with several artists of international repute. 
» ameliacuni.de

One of the avant garde’s foremost trumpet explorers, franz 
 Hautzinger studied at the Jazz department of today’s art Univer-
sity in Graz from 1981 to 1983 until lip palsy forced him to take a 
six year break from trumpeting. after moving to Vienna in 1986 he 
started to explore the trumpet in his very own and un-academ-
ic way. the conscious decision to avoid electronic sound sources 
while still striving to comprehend the development of digital music 
on the trumpet, notably via the quarter tone trumpet he purchased 
in 1997, provided the impetus for Hautzinger’s development of an 
entirely new cosmos of sound for the instrument. a teacher at the 
Vienna conservatory since 1989, Hautzinger boasts an impressive 
number of collaborations and recordings, and has shown that, even 
in times where postmodernism is history, an instrument can still 
be reinvented.
» franzhautzinger.com

»Nur« and the »soliton(e) star« serve as the starting point for 
»Blues al-dhikr al-salam« (meaning remembrance of divine 
equillibrium) – a 4-hour live exploration of the modal scales per-
formed in just intonation by the 7-piece chora(s)san time-court 
mirage ensemble that includes a stunning array of microtonal in-
struments:

catherine christer Hennix (se) » voice, computer, sine waves, 
live electronics
amelia cuni (it) » solo voice
Franz Hautzinger (at) » microtonal trumpet
robin Hayward (UK) » microtonal tuba
Hilary Jeffery (UK) » trombone
ralf meinz (de) » live sound, live electronics
paul schwingenschlögl (at) » flugelhorn, trumpet

»a ›solitary wave‹ or ›soliton‹ is an example of an excitable medi-
um which responds dynamically to vibrational variations in the en-
vironment as it travels forward in time. the soliton has, however, 
no memory, but it recovers its initial form after each vibrational 
interaction and proceeds in time as if it had never been disturbed 
or exited by vibrations from the past. When confined to a large cav-
ity, such as the interior of a chamber hall, the soliton becomes a 
›solitone‹, coherently interacting with itself in the form of stand-
ing waves continuously reflected from the walls of their spatial 
confinement. these compositions were originally scored for quartz 
crystals and analog electronic circuits. corresponding digital com-

Robin Hayward, tuba player, researcher and composer, has rede-
fined the tuba’s potential both in the areas of noise and microtonal-
ity, and his compositions for other instruments reflect a similar ex-
perimental, medium-specific approach. He has toured extensively 
and has collaborated with such luminaries as charles curtis and 
roberto Fabbriciani. active in many contemporary music ensem-
bles, he founded Zinc & copper Works in 2005 in order to promote 
continued research on brass instruments. in 2009 Hayward devel-
oped the first fully microtonal tuba together with the music instru-
ment manufacturers B&s. He is currently pursuing a doctorate on 
the acoustics of this recently developed tuba at the technical Uni-
versity in Berlin.
» robinhayward.de

music has been Hilary Jeffery’s main activity since 1990, which 
started with a journey to the sahara desert, accompanied by a 
trombone. this journey and the sense of silent-space experienced 
there, have excerted a continuous influence on his music ever 
since. Hilary’s work has included numerous recordings, interna-
tional concerts, tours, and commissions, in addition to a long string 
of collaborations. through his music, Jeffery researches new com-
positional forms conceived as maps, working with different com-
binations of notations, texts, and images. He is also active in the 
fields of dance, theatre, and performance.
» hiljef.com

Ralf meinz has worked as audio engineer at the Zimmertheater 
tübingen, the theaterhaus stuttgart, and the Zeitkratzer ensem-
ble among others. apart from his live and studio work, he is still 
active as a drummer in several improvisation projects and bands.

Having studied with franz koglmann in Vienna and Jean-Francois 
canape in paris, paul Schwingenschlögl has worked as a musi-
cian and composer since 1986. touring and recording extensively, 
he is also active in the realm of theatre through composition, per-
formance, and acting. in his own band, african chase experience, 
he combines african singing and drumming with avant-garde jazz 
and rock. 

positions, scored for the first computer at ems (sr’s digital elec-
tronic studio in stockholm), were all given the title ›Fixed points‹ 
(alluding to Brouwer’s fixed point theorem) and they initiated my 
concept of electronic ›infinity compositions‹, compositions without 
an end sustained by algorithmically controlled, continuous binary 
calculations.« – from revisiting Brouwer’s lattice 30 years later 
(2005) by catherine christer Hennix.

Based on earnest science and executed with intuitive sensitivity, 
the actual embodiment of the work is highly dependent on the im-
provising musician’s interaction with the mixed media environ-
ment, the space within which the performance is situated, and the 
performers’ interaction among each other. it is a dynamic system 
built from multiple interreacting components that are held in a 
tenuous equilibrium. 

the mind-altering and truly psychedelic power of Blues al-dhikr 
al-salam, the latest in a series of »infinity compositions« (pieces 
without beginning or end), stands strong in the tradition of ameri-
can minimalism as originated by la monte young’s theatre of eter-
nal music. the repetition, the everchanging / neverchanging drone, 
folds the linear concept of time into the ecstasy of an infinite spiral, 
thus breaking open the obsessively-timed and goal-oriented oper-
ations of our contemporary societies to connect to a metaphysical, 
timeless continuum.

BlUES DHIkR al-Salam 
(BlUES al maQam)

catherINe chrIster heNNIx & the chOra(s)saN tIme-cOUrt mIraGe (se/INt) perFOrm blUes 
DhIKr al-salam (blUes al maqam) IN the mIxeD-meDIa eNvIrONmeNt NUr / sOlItON(e) star

HaU 2 — fRIDay / 3.2. / 19:30

the world premieres of the infinitary computer animation »NUr« and the accompanying in-

finitary computer sound composition »soliton(e) star« were given at diapason Gallery (Nyc) 

for the celebration of la monte young’s 70th birthday in 2005. swedish-american composer, 

mathematician, and philosopher catherine christer Hennix, respected for the transcenden-

tal power of her drone pieces, has since used the venerable tradition of the pentatonic blues 

scale to extend this installation for an ensemble comprised of distinguished instrumentalists.
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GrOUper (Us)
Grouper is the solo project of ambient guitar musician liz Harris 
of portland, Oregon. Her music, released on type, root strata, and 
yellow electric, is a mixture of softly strummed guitar, Wurlitzer 
keys, tape loops, and delicate vocals. layered with a lot of reverb 
and delay effects, Grouper’s music creates a sonic space reminis-
cent of those moments right before falling asleep, when the mind 
is still conscious, but at a more relaxed state that is sheltered from 
the harsh realities of life and with tendencies towards free asso-
ciation and somnambulism – a subjective kingdom of memories, 
dreams, apparitions, and déjà vu.
» typerecords.com
» sites.google.com/site/yellowelectric 

JeFre caNtU-ledesma (Us)
Jefre cantu-ledesma is a multi-instrumentalist and producer 
based in san Francisco and Berlin. His music traps the ear with-
in shimmering drone textures and the ebb and swell of guitar and 
synth. cantu-ledesma got his start by co-founding the band taren-
tel in 1995. He began to make solo music in 2000, under the colo-
phon moniker. He then went on to found root strata in 2004, a la-
bel that is highly regarded by the drone/ambient community and 
has an extensive catalog that includes artists such as Grouper, 
Oneohtrix point Never, yellow swans, my cat is an alien and more.
» soundcloud.com/jefre-cantu-ledesma
» rootstrata.com 

CIRCUlaR VEIl
GrOUper WIth JeFre caNtU-leDesma

HaU 2 — SaTURDay / 4.2. / 19:30

the spirit of open experimentation between music, art, and performance championed by the 

Zodiak Free arts lab in the late 60s is kept alive by a number of like-minded contemporary 

artists including portland-based Grouper, whose »circular Veil« project is the fourth in an on-

going ambient tape collages series she creates with various collaborators. the series focus-

es on the gap between our own inner worlds and those of others, the paradoxical nature of a 

private space populated by ephemera that we are universally united in experiencing yet expe-

rience alone, such as dreams, memories, and emotions. accompanied by collaborator Jefre 

cantu-ledesma, himself an acclaimed musician and head of the root strata label, »circular 

Veil« sees the duo create a customized sonic/visual environment that lulls participants into a 

7-hour audio hypnosis, mirroring one full sleep cycle. their collective dreaming room allows 

both the audience and the performers to experience the dream paradox collectively. 

though entry in and out of the venue is, of course, allowed, audience members are encouraged 

to rest for the duration of the work in order to experience its intended form.

closing the festival program at HaU with a sunday afternoon sonic ritual are phurpa, a throat 

singing choir deeply-rooted in the ancient magical traditions of the pre-buddhist Bon religion. 

While staying true to authentic practices and using ritual instruments, the choir takes the poly-

phonic singing style of tibetan ritual music to a lower key and a slower pace to invigorate ar-

chaic sonic evolutions of spectral glory.

TROwO pHURNag 
CEREmONy

phUrpa
HaU 2 — SUNDay / 5.2. / 17:00

phurpa’s voyage began in mid 90s moscow, when a group of art-
ists and musicians led by alexei tegin and based at the legendary 
Fabrique of cardinal art began studies of traditional ritual music, 
drifting away from the field of contemporary electroacoustic and 
industrial music with the intent to delve deeper into the ancient 
musical cultures of egypt, iran, and tibet. 

the original 2003 line-up of the resulting project was dubbed phur-
pa (one of the five tutelary deities of the Father tantra in the Bon 
tradition). all members continued to pursue research in the field 
of Bon and Buddhist liturgies up to the present day, recently re-
leasing a critically acclaimed phurpa album on stephen O’malley’s 
ideologic Organ label.

Before Buddhism reached tibet, local people practiced shaman-
ic rites derived from various ancestral cults. later on, circa the 
6th–9th century ad, a conflict between the local tradition, name-
ly, the pre-Buddhist religion of Bon (which originates from cen-
tral asia) and tantric Buddhism (hailing from the North of india), 
gave birth to a unique cultural phenomenon known as tibetan Bud-
dhism, which combines an extensive metaphysical corpus and an 
advanced philosophical system with pristine ceremonial practices 

that reach down through many centuries. in the 10th-11th century 
ad, the monastic ensemble came into being. While sharing much 
in common with the chinese court ensembles of the tang dynasty, 
the tibetan ceremonial ensemble has, to this day, preserved its au-
thenticity and kept a large number of primordial elements from the 
ancient tibeto-Burmanese music intact. a typical ensemble usu-
ally includes a pair of nga drums, several rolmo cymbals, a pair of 
gyaling oboes, telescopic dunchen horns, dunkar shells, and short 
wandun horns. One of the unique features of the tibetan monastic 
choir is a specific kind of overtone chanting, called »rgyud-skad«, 
or the tantric voice, which is based on the principle of the singer’s 
transmogrification during the so-called »chanting meditation«.

For their peformance at HaU 2, the phurpa choir will consist of 
alexei Tegin, alexey koltsov, Eduard Utukin, and pavel Selchu
kov. instruments used include tibetan drums (damaru, nga), bone 
and bronze trumpets (kanlin), tibetan shawm (gyalin), tibetan 
cymbals (bup, silnyen, rol mo), shell trumpets, (dunkar), tibet-
an singing bowl, tibetan flat bells (shang), and tibetan telescopic 
trumpets (dunchen). 

» phurpa.ru



»yOU are eXpOsed tO sOUNd as yOU are eXpOsed tO a 
liQUid, aNd it may cHaNGe yOUr GrOUNd state, aNd yOU 

GO FrOm ONe state tO aNOtHer BecaUse yOU are 
eXpOsed tO tHis radiatiON OF sOUNd.«

—

catHeriNe cHrister HeNNiX
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ByetONe (de)
raster-Noton co-founder Olaf Bender has been involved in elec-
tronic music since the 80s. His latest album hails his musical re-
turn, comprising the most impressive expression yet of this artist’s 
sleek, dark-hearted techno-not-techno sound. 
» raster-noton.de

KyOKa (Jp)
Kyoka – the first solo female musician on the raster-Noton roster 
– works as a musician/composer in Berlin and tokyo. she is known 
for her chaotic, direct approach and rough, heavy sound, resulting 
in a broken pop with conflicted yet danceable rhythms. February 
2012 will see the release of her ep isH, which reflects on her way 
of being clear by being vague – brightness wrapped in a blanket of 
obscurity and abstractness.
» ufunfunfufu.com

marK Fell (UK)
through both his solo work and his audiovisual sNd project with 
matt steel, Fell exhibits intricate and deep explorations of process 
music – music that results when control is taken away from the 
composer to be created by algorithms and programmed systems. 
Fell has a definite emphasis on trying to disappoint the audience, 
and, as he says, is »after a complete lack of energy in both my per-
formances or how the audience responds.« 
» markfell.com 

seNdai (Be)
in sendai, the new a/V-project of yves de mey and peter Van 
 Hoesen, analog circuitry, digital manipulation, and fierce drum 
programming combine with generative visuals to bury the senses 
within layers of visceral sonic experience. 
» soundcloud.com/time_to_express

KaNGdiNG ray (Fr/de)
Kangding ray’s architectural soundscapes combine sounds from 
real and electronic instruments as well as field recordings and 
voices into slowly evolving, minimal, rhythmic compositions that 
depict the disillusions of modern civilization. His third full-length 
Or was released on raster-Noton.
» kangdingray.com 

SIlICON TUNED
byetONe (DJ-set) / KyOKa / marK Fell / KaNGDING ray / seNDaI

BERgHaIN — TUESDay / 31.1. / 21:00

raster-Noton meets time to express: where the one label reinterprets the club as a bunker, 

the other operates an already legendary sound microscopy. the two meet where cognitive in-

terest ducks searchlights in a haze of candle smoke, where the resilience of elementary parti-

cles defies thundering machines, and allows a sparse silicon music, virtually bereft of human 

traces, to emerge. thus in the dJ set of the raster-Noton co-founder Olaf Bender aka Bye-

tone, Kyoka’s shattered rhythms, or in the unpredictable patterns of mark Fell’s erratic pro-

cess music, and likewise when Kangding ray, another artist released on raster-Noton, juxta-

poses analog and digital processes, introspective melancholy and sharp industrial precision. 

this tension is finally processed by time to express figureheads peter Van Hoesen and yves 

de mey, with bass-weighted consistency. the live incarnation of their aV project sendai cele-

brates its world premiere this evening.

pOle (de)
initially inspired by the sound world that emerged from his broken 
Waldorf 4-pole filter in 1996, pole mastermind stefan Betke has 
made a lasting impression with his signature spacious crackling 
dub. the man behind the ~scape sound and ~scape mastering has 
a superior reputation not only as musician, label curator and pub-
lisher, but also as a versed mastering engineer. 
» pole-music.com
» see page 40

mOrpHOsis (lB)
as morphosis, lebanese-born rabih Beaini has been recognized 
for his grainy, imaginative analog techno with krautrock and avant-
garde references for over a decade. His retro-futuristic-esoteric 
debut album What We Have learned was released last year on the 
dutch delsin label. currently Beaini develops his own hardware 
designs to be used for his productions and live performances. He 
runs his own label, morphine records.
» morphinerecords.com
» see page 34

every music producer knows the score: one can tinker away at a track for all eternity but it 

lacks something vital, and one still doesn’t quite know what. is the sound right? does the ar-

rangement work? How will the tune work on the dance floor? What will my buddies make of it? 

When is the track really complete? these are just the types of questions to be answered at cdr.

the evening will kick off with insights into the production methods, tools, and philosophy of 

both morphosis – who performs the following Friday in the framework of the ≠ (not equal) 

night at Berghain (» see page 34) – and of veteran musician, producer, and mastering-engi-

neer  stefan Betke aka pole (performance on 4.2. at Horst Krzbrg, see page 40). the aim of the 

event is not simply to give a straight lecture but to swap experiences, workshop style, in open 

discussion with all participants. a subsequent listening session with previously submitted 

tracks will round off the evening. Upload your own tracks at cdrberlin.net if you’re interested, 

and you’ll get to hear them later over the Berghain Kantine’s superb sound system when cdr 

resident dJs dirk rumpff and tony Nwachukwu pull them together in a plausible dJ set. the 

respective artists’ names will be displayed, if so wished, so as to facilitate immediate feedback.

presented by ctm.12, cdr Berlin and ableton.

» cdrberlin.net

» ableton.com

CDR – IDEaS aND 
TRaCkS IN THE makINg

OpeN WOrKshOp WIth mOrphOsIs & pOle
kaNTINE — TUESDay / 31.1. / 19:00
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prsZr (pl/at)
prsZr (pronounced »pressure«), the collaboration between the 
polish percussion duo Hati and austrian electronics veteran pure 
(ilsa Gold), combines computer-generated sounds with ritualis-
tic percussion. complex, syncopated polyrhythms intertwine with 
drones played on gongs and pulsating bass waves in a hypnotic, 
cathartic performance. supported by the polish institute Berlin.
» pure.test.at 
» hati.serpent.pl 

tHe HaXaN clOaK (UK)
the Haxan cloak, alias Bobby Krlic, is a one-man project generat-
ing sinister, suspenseful chamber music. scraping strings, dark 
drones, reverberant percussion and a deep sense of mourning  
 create the impression of ancient music from unknown, rugged 
landscapes. previously released by aurora Borealis, the Haxan 
cloak will work with tri angle for his next album.
» haxancloak.tumblr.com

cUt HaNds (UK)
With his new project, cut Hands, William Bennett of the legendary 
confrontational noise band Whitehouse sets off on an obsessive 
journey to an imaginary africa, painting a morbid and – as expect-
ed – abrasive picture using freely-interpreted african percussion 
and harsh, sonic exploration. 
» afronoise.blogspot.com 

Bill KOUliGas (Gr)
Bill Kouligas, aka Family Battle snake, is head of the respected 
pan label, on which he has released Heatsick, John Wiese, Joseph 
Hammer, tricoli-ankersmith and others. He will round out the eve-
ning on the turntables. 
» pan-act.com 

aRTIfICIal mySTERIES
prszr / the haxaN clOaK / cUt haNDs / bIll KOUlIGas

kaNTINE — wEDNESDay / 1.2. / 21:00

While ethnologists and musicologists finish scouring the planet for traces of extinct cultures, 

connecting the dots for evidence of lost musical forms in the name of science, something ex-

traordinary is happening at home: new tribes of modern primitives are convening in the dark-

ness of nightclubs and music venues. primal energies are unleashed through telecommuni-

cations networks and digital audio workstations, giving birth to new music for the rituals of 

celebration and mourning in a world that seemed to have detached itself from superstition. 

What purpose do these artificial rites serve? are they any less valid than »authentic« tradi-

tions? What does the current collective desire for this kind of expression say about the society 

we live in, or where it is headed?

dJ elepHaNt pOWer (Be)
dJ elephant power is Nicolas Baudoux, a turntablist and producer 
from Brussels. His laserfunky, synth-driven tracks have been re-
leased on mouse on mars’ sonig imprint since 2004. last year he 
landed Belgium’s prestigious Octaves de la musique prize.
» djelephantpower.com 

sølyst (de)
sølyst combines acoustic drums, electronic percussion, trib-
al rhythms, and dark atmospheres to create something between 
krautrock dub and a kind of brave new world-music. Behind sølyst 
is thomas Klein, otherwise known as the drummer and founding 
member of Kreidler.
» bureau-b.com

sOlisteNeNsemBle KaleidOsKOp (de)
solistenensemble Kaleidoskop is a chamber orchestra founded in 
2006 by cellist michael rauter and director Julian Kuerti. the Ber-
lin-based ensemble has made it their mission to challenge the tra-
ditional notion of concert forms and to incorporate other artistic 
media. their repertoire ranges from early baroque to contempo-
rary composition. 
» kaleidoskopmusik.de 

mOUse ON mars (de)
crafting lopsided funk out of squelching, squeaking, belching, 
bleeping sounds, mouse on mars are a genre unto themselves. 
With parastrophics, andi toma and Jan Werner are now on their 
tenth album, to be released on modeselektor’s monkeytown label. 
» mouseonmars.com 

paRaSTROpHICS
DJ elephaNt pOWer / sølyst 

sOlIsteNeNsemble KaleIDOsKOp / mOUse ON mars
BERgHaIN — wEDNESDay / 1.2. / 21:00

the launch party for a new mouse on mars album – especially when it’s been six years since 

their last – is most certainly a big occasion. their extreme approach to sound is by no means 

restricted to the confines of the studio, and live sets are often incendiary. Jan Werner and andi 

toma will again be joined by drummer dodo NKishi to premiere material from their forthcom-

ing parastrophics lp. But tonight’s eclectic line-up, chosen by the band themselves, is another 

reason this is likely to be a special event. Berlin’s highly esteemed solistenensemble Kalei-

doskop will perform Georg Friedrich Haas’ »sextet for 3 Violas & 3 cellos«, a microtonal piece 

composed in 1982. Following mouse on mars’ recent orchestral work, paeanumnion, it’s quite 

likely the boys will even join in. Further contrast will come from a percussive set by sølyst, a 

new project by Kreidler sticksman thomas Klein. making sure that the moments of silence will 

be mercifully brief is dJ elephant power, a longtime mainstay of mouse on mars’ label sonig.
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Balam acaB (Us)
Balam acab was the first musical project to be released on tri 
angle with his moody, mono ep see Birds (2010). His debut lp, 
 Wander/Wonder (2011) was lauded by critics. the 20-year-old 
pennsylvania native (alec Koone) works with moody synths, slow 
tempos and ethereal, warped voices created almost entirely with 
found samples.
» soundcloud.com/balamacab

HOly OtHer (UK) 
Holy Other’s With U ep combines r&B references with early in-
dustrial dance beats and ghostly vocals. Born in stockport, where 
2-step garage and dubstep were big influences, the artist has spent 
time in Berlin and Gothenburg and is now based in manchester.
» soundcloud.com/holyother
 

oOoOO (Us)
san Francisco based chris dexter Greenspan is often recog-
nized as one of the pioneers of »witch house«. His project, oOoOO 
(pronounced »oh«), blends synth harmonies, ghostly voices, and 
spooky atmospheres with his love of dirty south and poppy hip-
hop production. 
» soundcloud.com/ooooosound

KUedO (UK) 
making his name as part of British dubstep duo Vex’d, Jamie 
teasedale’s reinvention as Kuedo flies into starry-eyed futurism, 
glassy synth superhighways, sweeping synths, and that familiar 
futuristic feeling of sci-fi soundtracks. 
» soundcloud.com/kuedo 

pUZZle (iNt)
When puzzle was first hit by high-energy beams of starlight, he 
started seeing melodies in vibrant, shimmering palettes of neon 
and began weaving them together with thick blankets of bubbling 
bass. 
» soundcloud.com/pzlwsl

BlURRED gaTEwayS
balam acab / hOly Other / oOoOO / KUeDO / pUzzle

BERgHaIN — THURSDay / 2.2. / 21:00

tri angle is the focal point for a disparate group of young artists loosely unified by lo-fi aes-

thetics of disembodiment. the label’s meticulously curated catalogue, which dates back to 

mid-2010, features the incorporeality of internet-sourced samples combined with sluggish 

beats and sensual textures. Founded by blogger robin carolan with support from Kompakt, 

the Brooklyn-london based imprint is a truly online-age dance music label – its far-flung ros-

ter of artists mine veins as diverse as hip hop, Houston’s screw scene, dubstep, disco, early 

industrial, contemporary pop, and found field recordings. tonight’s line-up boasts tri angle 

artist Balam acab in his first, much anticipated european appearance, plus label mates Holy 

Other and oOoOO, and support from Kuedo and puzzle. distinctions between chart pop, club, 

and avant-garde blur and melt into gateways to unknown, ethereal realms.

stellar Om sOUrce (Nl)
Behind stellar Om source is the multi-faceted electronic musician 
and artist christelle Gualdi. For the past five years she has created 
exploratory synth music combining the romance of the 80’s cyber-
netic futurism with influences from detroit techno and acid house.
» stellaromsource.com
» see page 78

iamtHatiam (Us)
Jamal moss aka Hieroglyphic Being aka iamtHatiam has been 
part of the chicago scene as both a producer and dJ for well over 
a decade. His complex and experimental creativity is deeply root-
ed to a holistic thought structure that is highlighted by his inti-
mate connection to the machinery and systems he uses. His music 
has a sonic kinship with industrial, and is characteristically rough 
around the edges. 
» mathematicsrecordings.blogspot.com
» see page 40

HeatsicK (UK)
Heatsick is the solo moniker of Berlin-based musician steven War-
wick, also known as half of the duo Birds of delay. Heatsick uses a 
minimal setup of casio keyboard and real time loops of various in-
struments to playfully create saturated washes of tone.
» perpendicularrain.blogspot.com

ital (Us)
daniel martin mccormick, known for projects such as mi ami and 
sex Worker, works under his ital alias in order to create his own 
idiosyncratic, post-historic reading of key moments in the elec-
tronic hedonism of the last three decades. For this mission, he 
abandoned the post rock, white krach and hypnagogic of his usu-
al creative comfort zone to concoct a soulful brew of raw outside 
house, which has thus far been released on lovers rock and 100% 
silk. in February 2012 the album Hive mind comes out on plan-
et-mu.
» listentosilk.com
» planet.mu
» see page 38

O’taNNeNBaUm dJs (Nl)
pieter Kock and Olivier maarschalk from the Netherlands run Olé 
records and O’tannenbaum, a unique space located in Berlin-
Neukölln, where they showcase a steady program of outsider mu-
sic, films, and everything that is weird and unrefined. and the same 
can be said of their outrageous dJ-sets.
» o-tannenbaum-berlin.de 

TappINg THE REal
stellar Om sOUrce / IamthatIam / heatsIcK / Ital / O’taNNeNbaUm DJs

kaNTINE — THURSDay / 2.2. / 21:00

this evening at the Berghain Kantine is about tapping into the moment and going with the flow. 

in their own different ways, each of these artists creates a live situation that leads to the un-

expected. Working off the cuff with hardware setups, live-looping, and steering big washes of 

sound, the aim is to interact playfully and spontaneously with the results that emerge. the 

mood created here is not one of the kind trepidation felt while watching a tightrope walker bal-

ancing without a safety net, but rather of sensuous discovery, of sweet surprise, of ambigu-

ous delights. the »real« here is a fresh new reality that is encouraged to unfold in real-time, 

without pushing it into a box, putting it on a leash, or trapping it in a frame. it’s about the syn-

ergy between the individual and the machine, and the electrifying flow of data they generate 

together. 
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OpiUm HUm (de)
Opium Hum – initiator of the not equal series and a progressive 
force on the Berlin club scene – nourishes his dJ sets on sombre, 
hazy drones and fantastical soundscapes permeated by deep and 
shifting rhythms to create what can only be called a wide-awake 
dream. 

BeN FrOst WitH BOrGar maGNasON & sHaZaHd ismaily (is/Us)

Ben Frost has, in three albums, bred a new, visceral approach to 
sonic experimentation. influenced by minimalism and punk rock, 
his penchant for classical composition emerges in his trio with 
 magnason (contra bass) & ismaily (drums, synth).
» ethermachines.com 

miKa VaiNiO (Fi)
Known as one half of the legendary raw electronic duo pan sonic, 
mika Vainio’s solo work explores disquieting and visceral sounds 
through contrasted noise and dismal ambience, shreeking guitar 
harshness and muffled electronic throbs, to create a mental vortex.
» editionsmego.com 

mOrpHOsis (lB)
as morphosis, lebanese-born rabih Beaini has been producing 
analog techno with krautrock and avant-garde references for over 
a decade. His retro-futuristic-esoteric debut album was released 
last year on delsin.
» delsinrecords.com » see page 29

G.H. (UK)
Best known as one half of pendle coven, G.H. has produced some 
of modern love’s deadliest output since the label was still in its be-
ginnings. His thunderous music is infused with glints of cold metal, 
raw power, and gravity.
» modern-love.co.uk

rOly pOrter (UK)
Beginning as one half of Vex’d, roly porter has moved towards 
exploring the physicality of bass. the ice-cold, thick ambiance he 
contrasts with the warm reassurance of sweeping strings and dark 
synths navigates the line between beauty and brutality.

mFO (de)
since 2001 the artist collective mFO produces visual media in the 
form of live video performances, music videos, and installations. 
the captivating visual worlds of mFO are the result of rigorous ex-
perimentation with computers, optics, and real materials.
» mfoptik.de
» see page 78

aNcieNt metHOds (de)
Behind ancient methods stand producers trias and Baeks, long-
standing contributors to the Berlin techno scene. they have been 
releasing on their own eponymous label since 2007, crafting pitch 
black, raw techno with industrial connotations and 90s energy.
» ancientmethods.com

≠ (NOT EQUal)
OpIUm hUm / beN FrOst WIth shahzaD IsmaIly & bOrGar maGNasON

mIKa vaINIO / mOrphOsIs / rOly pOrter & mFO / G.h. / aNcIeNt methODs

BERgHaIN — fRIDay / 3.2. / 20:00

the ≠ (not equal) series at Berghain fathoms the intersecting trajectories of sound research, 

dramaturgy, narration, and affect in contemporary electronic music. the 2nd edition’s line-up, 

collaboratively put together by Berghain and ctm, leads us through various musical phases, 

from listening thru club, in which dramaturgical density, deep timbres, and sound’s intense 

physicality and coarse materiality predominate. Whereas during the millennium upheaval the 

positive rush and futuristic drive of rave mapped out utopias based on egalitarian community 

spirit, emancipatory technologies, liberated spaces, and unrestrained bodies, electronic mu-

sic today, with its disquieting tonality, frequently also reflects the oppressive repercussions of 

our current submergence in medial dematerialization, the control society, and the increasingly 

self-referential data streams that appear to live a life of their own. With hypnotic depth, grainy 

textures and raw frequencies, the artists at this special concert/club night neutralize or ampli-

fy the internalized unease triggered by such perceptions as well as their psycho-social impact.

aNdy VOtel (UK)
andy Votel is renowned for his eccentric compilations of obscure 
folk, prog, and psych, as the label founder of twisted Nerve re-
cords and Finders Keepers, and as a producer and sought-after 
remixer. He also runs the label/project pre-cert Home entertain-
ment together with demdike stare. 
» myspace.com/andyvotel 
» see page 20

cO la (Us)
co la is a minimalist collagist that uses highly-recognizable sam-
ples to create music that harkens to vintage Jamaican dub/rock-
steady, New Wave, and 50s american pop in spirit, all buffed to a 
digital, electronic music sheen. 
» soundcloud.com/co_la

James FerrarO (Us)
James Ferraro is an artist of the 21st century pop art wave, ex-
ploring the chaos in today’s world by focusing on its most garish 
aspects and on the fetishes of today’s hyper-real capitalism. He 
releases under a wide variety of pseudonyms and is also a mem-
ber of the skaters and lamborghini crystal. He runs the New age 
tapes label, releasing mainly on cassette and cdr.
» muscleworksinc.blogspot.com
» see page 61

NOVO liNe (Us)
inspired by Berlin’s ubiquitous digital slot machines, Novo line 
misuses 23 year-old software on an atari st computer in order to 
create junkyard process music. the thrill of the luck of the draw, 
winning or losing at each sonic variation, is conjured by the algo-
rithms that spawn rhythms and melodies both densely complex 
and hollowly simple.
» soundcloud.com/novoline

paRaNOIaC paRaDISE
aNDy vOtel / Kettel / cO la / James FerrarO / NOvO lINe

kaNTINE — fRIDay / 3.2. / 23:00

aesthetic recourse as a cognitively oriented cultural strategy is ceding rapidly to its role as a 

mere whip of consensus in mainstream discourse. the minds behind tonight’s event, howev-

er, are not yet above scraping the barrel of past or current pop culture to find the most crappy 

source material possible for their wild extravaganzas. andy Votel, in his dJ set, draws on the 

truly remotest niches of world music to fire volleys at the subcultural canon, dutch sound al-

chemist Kettel calls on New age nostalgia to take a dig at kraut-style electronica while self-

declared »lifestyle producer« co la conjures minimal-psychedelic trips from dust-encrusted 

50s pop and rocksteady memorabilia. New age tapes chief James Ferraro, for his part, recy-

cles the sound trash of corporate terror to create hypnotic tones hovering indecisively between 

cure-alls and neurotic complications, and therefore ably primes the floor for the processual 

music of Novo line, which excecutes its procedures in resonance with the cheap minds of Ber-

lin’s ubiquitous slot machines.
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mara traX (il/de)
mara trax is a musical collaboration between maayan Nidam, aka 
miss Fitz, and Vera Heindel. though both are busy dJs and pro-
ducers in their own right, they share an enthusiasm for old school 
house and deep, minimal tracks, resulting in releases on cyclical 
tracks and Oslo records. 
» myspace.com/maraaudio

BaBy FOrd (UK)
Baby Ford is a cornerstone of modern dance music, a dJ, acid 
house originator and techno pioneer who has been producing since 
1988. His work has been released on labels including rhythm King, 
source, Force inc. and insumision, and he is also involved in run-
ning the esteemed labels trelik and ifach. 
» music.hyperreal.org/bford 

Zip (de)
thomas Franzmann aka Zip aka dimbiman, is familiar with dance-
floors around the world and famous for his tremendous minimal 
shifts within the 4/4 scheme. He is co-founder of the perlon label 
with markus Nikolai and a panorama Bar resident. 
» perlon.net

sammy dee (de)
sammy dee (aka mario radecki) is a seasoned dJ who hosts Get 
perlonized at panorama Bar. aside from his main home on perlon, 
sammy has released on Kanzleramt and poker Flat. together with 
Zip he formed the minimal veterans panytec, releasing the album 
pony slaystation in 2002. sammy dee is also one half of Half Ha-
waii with Bruno pronsato. 
» sammydee.com

JörG FraNZmaNN (de)
Berlin-based video artist and dJ Jörg Franzmann studied design 
in Offenbach, Germany. He has been producing club visuals since 
1996 having performed at venues such as robert Johnson, pano-
rama Bar, WmF, and Watergate. He has made numerous videos 
for the perlon label. 
» eyetrap.net

… gET pERlONIzED!
mara trax / baby FOrD / sammy Dee / zIp / vIDeO: JörG FraNzmaNN

paNORama BaR — fRIDay / 3.2. / 00:00

Vinyl-only label perlon has defined the sound of electronic dance music over the last decade 

with a roster including matthew dear, ricardo Villalobos, cassy, stefan Goldmann, tobias Fre-

und, daniel Bell, Baby Ford and, more recently, shackleton, portable, or san proper. expan-

sive sets from Get perlonized’s two residents, Zip and sammy dee, and their rotating roster of 

special guests, have made the monthly perlon night at panorama Bar a Berlin institution since 

the early 00s. mara trax’s focus is a very special groove of old-school house, which they mix 

in their back-to-back sets with modern vinyl stripped-down to the essentials. Brit-born Baby 

Ford, a musical brother-in-spirit and long-time associate of perlon, likewise remains averse 

to any hint of superfluity and pares his minimal funk down to the core.
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GHettOspHeric (UK/de)
the Ghettospheric dJ team was founded by three english ex-pats 
and a Berlin underground activist to mark the tenth anniversary 
of the death of aaliyah, an icon of late-90s r’n’B whose life end-
ed tragically early. in their sets, obscure remixes and slick origi-
nals pay a lighthearted homage to the turn-of-the-millennium ur-
ban mainstream. spiked with some low-key chicago juke, edits of 
classic 60s and 70s soul, and bassline house for good measure, 
the assembled multitude ultimately has no choice but to submit 
to the profane ecstasy of libidinous grooves and sheer unfettered 
funkiness.

ital (Us)
Under his ital alias, daniel martin mccormick, known for projects 
such as mi ami and sex Worker, creates his own idiosyncratic, 
post-historic reading of key moments in the electronic hedonism 
of the last three decades. For this mission he abandons the post 
rock, white krach and hypnagogic tendencies of his usual creative 
comfort zone to concoct a soulful brew of raw, outer house, which 
has thus far been released on lovers rock and 100% silk. His new 
album, Hive mind, comes out in February 2012 on planet-mu.
» listentosilk.com
» planet.mu
» see page 33

tappriK sWeeZee (de)
Groove mutations and pixel soul are the elements from which tap-
prik sweezee throws together his diy-r’n’B, a sound from the far 
side of sleek that celebrates the funk of crashing motherboards 
with a myriad of intermingling voices and warped, mechanical 
medleys. His live-shows are an excess of digital bounce, shredded 
loops, nuanced vocals, and are suffused by the longevity of an an-
droid that keeps on dancing even after it’s been chucked into the 
pool. sweezee runs the mini-label Zoik musik.
» myspace.com/taprikksweezee
» zoikmusic.de

aT THE OUTlaw 
DISCOTHEQUE

GhettOspherIc / tapprIK sWeezee / Ital (DJ-set)
kaTER HOlzIg — fRIDay / 3.2. / 23:00

Outlaw discotheque and hedonist bastion Kater Holzig invites you to a night of pixel soul & cy-

ber Bling. simultaneously exploiting and paying homage to mainstream pop culture from the 

50s onward, the night explores twisted forms of r&B and soul, with accents of newer trends 

such as house and juke peppered in for good measure. By excavating long lost qualities from 

songs and melodies heard all too often, by resurrecting the voices of bygone stars and the 

grooves of long-lost instrumentalists, by feeding on brazen bling, Ghettosperic, tapprik swee-

zee, and ital bring these time-honoured genres to a modern edge even as the music’s original 

spirit shines through brightly.
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pOle (de)
initially inspired by the sound world that emerged from his bro-
ken Waldorf 4-pole filter in 1996, pole mastermind stefan Betke 
has made a lasting impression with his signature spacious crack-
ling dub. the man behind the ~scape sound is back with a new ap-
proach. 
» pole-music.com
» see page 29

HarmONiOUs tHelONiOUs (de)
emerging as a sequencer shaman, stefan schwander has found 
his true calling in Harmonious thelonious. the searing intensi-
ty of talking (italic, 2010) finds a more euphoric edge on his lat-
est, listen. the result is wildly entrancing, primitivist, perfection-
ist digital voodoo. 
» harmoniousthelonious.com 

Kassem mOsse (de)
leipziger Kassem mosse (aka Gunnar Wendel) releases his 
crunchy and sometimes swampy amorphous take on deep techno 
and house on a host of respected labels, including FXHe, Work-
shop, mikrodisco, laid and nonplus+. His productions have re-
ceived international recognition with their versatile amalgamation 
of various electronic styles, owing equally to the sound legacy of 
detroit, Berlin and london. 

HierOGlypHic BeiNG (Us)
Hieroglyphic Being has been part of the chicago scene as both a 
producer and dJ for well over a decade. cobbled into a vague struc-
ture that’s more about uncentered pulse than logic, his singular 
music slips the shackles of four-on-the-floor. His complex and ex-
perimental creativity is deeply rooted to a holistic thought system 
that is highlighted by his intimate connection to the machinery and 
systems he uses; the Being’s enigmatic pulse is heard through his 
machines. it’s exactly this quality that has earned him a cult sta-
tus in the underground. 
» mathematicsrecordings.blogspot.com
» see page 33

mariUs reisser (de)
marius reisser has been energizing clubs with genre-busting dJ-
sets for over a decade. His sets inspire by virtue of their musical 
depth, diversity and openness, which may also be due to the fact 
that for years he has been right at the source running one of Ber-
lin’s best stocked record stores, the recently disbanded dense re-
cords. 
» dense-shop.de

  

the artists assembled within this evening have a common penchant for living dangerously – 

at least when it comes to performance. accusations of sterility or predictability that may stick 

with plenty of other electronic live acts do not come into play here. the fearlessness with which 

these individualists approach their hardware is not merely apparent, it is integral to their 

working methods and makes for a deep probe into the raw realness of electric currents. seem-

ingly random events occur when a machine takes on a life of its own, when effects units spiral 

out of control, when devices running in wild-sync are not avoided but harnessed. this inherent 

danger while working without a safety net often raises hairs, but the rawness and immedia-

cy that comes in return is what makes each of these very different performers so fascinating.

mUTaBlE 
TRaNSfORmaTION

pOle / harmONIOUs thelONIOUs / hIerOGlyphIc beING / Kassem mOsse / marIUs reIsser
HORST kRzBRg — SaTURDay / 4.2. / 23:00
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aNtONi maiOVVi (UK/de) 
anton maiof is a Berlin-based composer, performer and dJ orig-
inally from Bristol. His sound blends electro, italo, and horror 
soundtrack elements, via programmed drums and synths, electric 
guitars, vocals, and big reverbs, to adeptly produce synthetic dra-
ma. as a dJ he is equally obsessed with cosmic music, Krautrock, 
italo disco, and edits. 
» soundcloud.com/antonmaiof 

lOUd-e (Nl)
loud-e is a dutch dJ and re-editor with an ear for obscure, old-
school disco grooves and a busy schedule of international book-
ings. crate-digging for rare vinyl wherever he goes, he has re-
leased his edits on ambassador’s reception and discoïne. 
» intergalactic.fm

cOsmO Vitelli (Fr)
French dJ and producer cosmo Vitelli is a key force in edit culture. 
He has been releasing since 1998, founded his label i’m a cliché 
in 2004, and is also half of the duo Bot’Ox with Julien Briffaz. His 
sound encompasses disco, house, electro, and indie elements.
» clicheparties.wordpress.com 

disKJOKKe (NO)
Following the success of lindstrøm and prins thomas comes disk-
Jokke, the latest in a string of exciting and innovative artists hailing 
from the Oslo electronica scene, with his distinct blend of quirky, 
disco-edits. 
» soundcloud.com/diskjokke-2

alTERNaTIVE fICTION
aNtONI maIOvvI / lOUD-e / cOsmO vItellI / DIsKJOKKe

gRETCHEN — SaTURDay / 4.2. / 23:00

this evening is primarily dedicated to the phenomenon of re-edit culture. the flea markets and 

junk shops of the world serve as excavation sites for media archeologists hunting for forgot-

ten relics. it’s about discovering that special moment in an obscure track, slicing and dicing 

and reassembling it into something that was never intended. revisionist historians interpret 

clues to a past that never quite happened, creating a narrative from fragments of overheard 

conversations, reading between the lines, and generously filling in the blanks. it’s about dis-

tilling those fleeting moments and feelings, contrasting and refracting them, and manipulat-

ing collective memories, ideally to return them to their original medium – the vinyl side. dis-

co doctor Frankenstein is on an endless quest to create a new monster track; perhaps better 

than before, and often scarier. 
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delFONic (de)
a resident at the Gretchen club, markus lindner aka delfonic aka 
marvin suggs works at a record shop in Berlin called Oye records, 
from where he hosts sweatlodge radio.
» soundcloud.com/delfonic

sHlOHmO (Us)
shlohmo is Henry laufer, a young producer from l.a. His ac-
claimed debut Bad Vibes (FoF, 2011) is an ambient take on low 
end theory hip hop combined with reverb-drenched, blown-out 
bedroom tapes of guitar dabbling. shlohmo is also active with the 
prolific Wedidit collective.
» shlohmo.tumblr.com

salVa (Us)
salva left san Francisco for los angeles and found his sound on the 
way down. a synth-heavy r&B techno hybrid full of vocal snippets 
and quick turnarounds, his debut, complex Housing, appeared on 
the Friends of Friends label in 2011.
» soundcloud.com/salva

HUdsON mOHaWKe (UK)
initially inspired by turntablism, the glistering hyper-real cyber 
r&B of Hudson mohawke brims with sonic detail. Hailing from 
Glasgow, ross Birchard initially became known through the luc-
kyme collective before signing to Warp records for his debut lp 
Butter in 2009.
» hudsonmohawke.com

aNstam (de)
debuting on modeselektor’s Fifty Weapons imprint, anstam have 
managed to remain mysterious despite gathering an increasing 
fan base for the dystopian blend of dubstep, grime, junglism and 
techno on the intriguing dispel dances lp.
» anstam.de

laNdO Kal (Us)
lando Kal’s sound is a freaked out juggernaut of electronic music, 
primarily experimenting with various mutations of house and fea-
turing dense instrumentation, analog synth, drum machine work, 
complex melodies, and creeping bass lines. 
» soundcloud.com/lando-kal

U-matic & telematiQUe (de)
Frequent collaborators of ctm since the beginning of the Festival 
in 1999, the light and video installations, live video performances, 
and interactive objects of U-matic & telematique are characterized 
by technological expertise, experimental approach, and a minimal-
istic precision. they have worked with a.o. Vladislav delay, error-
smith, Vitalic, laurent Garnier, and ricardo Villalobos.
» telematique.de

HypER-REal
DelFONIc / shlOhmO / salva / hUDsON mOhaWKe / aNstam / laNDO Kal

vIsUals: U-matIc & telematIqUe
gRETCHEN — SaTURDay / 4.2. / 23:00

those in the know try to stay one step ahead of the game. How to cope with such magnitudes 

of so-called information? the ones who try to stand still in these swelling tides will be pulled 

down by the undertow. Zooming in and out, from macro to micro, can offer a means with which 

to relate. Or is it merely a deceptive comfort that comes with a false sense of understanding? 

perhaps it is better simply to be dazzled by the over-saturated colors, and the microsecond 

flashes generating pixelated freeze-frame souvenirs that dissolve before there is even time to 

process them. there is beauty here. the devil is in the detail. the real danger is lurking where 

you least expect it. this no-man’s-land between r&B, techno, turntablism, grime, and house 

is a sonic manifestation of future shock. With style.
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Supersilent is a Norwegian improvisational band formed in Ber
gen in 1997. The band came into being when the free jazz trio 
Veslefrekk (arve Henriksen – trumpet, Ståle Storløkken – key
boards, Jarle Vespestad – drums) was joined by producer Helge 
Sten (electronics). 1998 saw the launch of the esteemed label 
Rune grammofon, which featured Supersilent’s debut 1–3 as its 
very first release. The three CD set also established the band’s 
minimalist approach to titles and album cover art: a linear, nu
meric system with a monochrome layout and plain font, which 
has accompanied the group ever since. Supersilent 6 is con
sidered by many to be a particular highlight. while the band’s 
earlier work was often propelled by drums and harsh electron
ic treatments, its sound has gradually become more medita
tive and expansive. The departure of drummer Vespestad was 
announced in 2009. Undeterred, Supersilent have continued to 
perform extensively as a trio and have meanwhile released the 
albums 9, 10 and 11.
» supersilence.net

The Brooklynite Daniel lopatin is the man behind Oneohtrix 
point Never. His previous album, Returnal (Editions mego, 
2010), was made using vintage synthesizers to create wides
creen ambient landscapes. His latest album, Replica (mexican 
Summer, 2011), manipulates samples from 80s TV commercials 
to construct evocative tracks of unexpected emotional depth. 
although lopatin has complained about people using the word 
»nostalgic« to describe his music, the term is rather apt. But 
Oneohtrix point Never is not about dissecting retro aesthetics 
or glorifying some alternate version of the past (as may well 
be the case with his other project, ford & lopatin). In the best 
sense, Replica does indeed conjure a feeling of nostalgia: as if 
someone has hacked into your vaguest, most distant memories 
and reassembled them as clear recollections of things that nev
er really happened.
» pointnever.com
» see page 61

manuel göttsching is a pioneering guitarist, electronic mu
sician and composer with a career spanning over 40 years. 
first known in the early 70s as a founder of the german 
cosmic rockers ash Ra Tempel, göttsching earned a repu
tation with his atmospheric and delicate guitar work. Ini
tially including klaus Schulze as well as Hartmut Enke, ash 
Ra Tempel’s spaced out explorations deconstructed the ar
chitecture of rock music, alternating between transcend
ent and shambolic tendencies. In 1975,  göttsching’s solo 
debut Inventions for Electric guitar opened new doors for 
playing the electric guitar, establishing a tonal vocabulary 
that remains highly influential to this day. In contrast, his 
following album, New age of Earth, was a compos ition for 
keyboards and synthesizers. In 1977 ash Ra Tempel was 
reborn as ashra, with göttsching at the helm, and fea
turing a more controlled approach than its predecessor. 
a string of accomplished albums covered ground between 
jazz, rock, disco, and ambient music, always striking a bal
ance between guitars and synthesizers. göttsching’s most 
 decisive and enduring work, however, was recorded in late 
1981 and only released in 1984. E2E4 is a masterpiece 
of economy. Its hypnotic, treated synth and drum machine 
loop morph and unfold gradually over an entire first side 
of the album without ever losing focus. Side two contin
ues with göttsching’s unique guitar play, which integrates 
unpretentiously into the overall sound. with its stringent 
funkiness and minimalist sonic precision, the album be
came a touchstone for much of the electronic dance music 
that would later emerge from germany and internation
ally. meanwhile, E2E4 is also recognized as a unique and 
important step within minimal music as conceived by  Terry 
Riley and Steve Reich. göttsching has remained active 
throughout the years, also composing music for theatre 
and film, occasionally revisiting and reinterpreting older 
works, and maintaining his position as an elder statesman 
of kraut rock, cosmic, and minimal music. He graced the 
cover of The wire in December. 
» manuelgoettsching.com

 HaUS DER kUlTUREN DER wElT » 1.2. » 21:00
JOshUa lIGht shOW FeatUrING sUpersIleNt (NO)

HaUS DER kUlTUREN DER wElT » 3.2. » 21:00
JOshUa lIGht shOW FeatUrING ONeOhtrIx pOINt Never (Us)

HaUS DER kUlTUREN DER wElT » 4.2. » 21:00
JOshUa lIGht shOW FeatUrING maNUel GöttschING (De)Joshua White is considered the forefather of VJ culture, and his Joshua light show as an ini-

tiatory spectacle of image-sound synaesthesia. as early as the late 60s, Joshua light show’s 

visual worlds revealed entirely new perceptual spaces in which rock and roll could begin to be-

come transcendent beyond the world of hallucinogens. Now, at the invitation of transmediale 

and ctm, the Joshua light show ensemble turns its projections on the potential of contempo-

rary avant-garde sound, with all the profundity and delirious sensuality this implies. manuel 

Göttsching, Oneohtrix point Never and supersilent provide accompaniment in collaborative 

improvisations that makes each concert an overwhelming multimodal experience. moreover, 

the ensemble of up to ten players uses a whole arsenal of devices such as film, slide and over-

head projectors, color wheels, prisms and mirrors, to conjure a seemingly endless and breath-

taking diversity of colors and shapes.

THE gHOST IN THE 
maCHINE

the JOshUa lIGht shOW / FeatUrING sUpersIleNt
ONeOhtrIx pOINt Never / maNUel GöttschING

Born and raised in New york city, Joshua White studied theater 
and design at carnegie tech, and filmmaking at the University of 
southern california. after college, he returned to New york and 
became interested in multi-media, especially creating multiple 
projector/lighting and slide shows. soon thereafter he started de-
signing environments for the first generation of Ny discotheques. 
in 1967, as the idea of synesthesia between music and light was 
becoming part of the culture, he founded the Joshua light show 
as a group of artists to perform together, improvising multi-media 
projections in live concert venues.

today, the structure of the Joshua light show differs little from 
the original of almost 45 years ago. at the time, it was Janis Joplin, 
the Who, Jimi Hendrix and the Grateful dead for example, whose 
jams were driven by the psychedelic slipstream of so-called »liq-
uid lights« – projections of permutating colored oils that conjured 
magical morphing shapes. White’s appointment as light show res-
ident at concerts in New york’s legendary Fillmore east was fol-
lowed by engagements in Woodstock, carnegie Hall and the lin-
coln center. in early 2000, the renaissance of the legendary light 
show finally began, launched this time in the art world. White has 
worked on exhibitions for the tate liverpool, the centre pompidou, 
the Whitney museum, mOca and other venues. He also began to 
team up with other artists, to add more complexity to the show and 
further develop the basic analog ideas using digital techniques.
the material extravagance of the Joshua light show effortlessly 

breaks with the now common understanding of the laptop VJ as a 
behind-the-scenes player. the Joshua light show team installs a 
system of original devices weighing tons, which would by far tow-
er over even the technology parks still used by electronic music’s 
remaining analog-synth fetishists. the gravitational center of the 
shows jointly organized by transmediale and ctm should therefore 
be hard to overlook. the artists supplying the soundtrack for this 
major synaesthetic event are also heavyweights, when it comes 
to their track record. they are manuel Göttsching, mastermind of 
Berlin electronics and krautrock veteran of ash ra tempel, ambi-
ent synth-nostalgist shooting star daniel lopatin aka Oneohtrix 
point Never, and the Norwegian avant-jazz improv ensemble, su-
persilent: three different formal aesthetic approaches that, in the 
embrace of Joshua light show, will surely stretch the bounds of 
sensual worlds we have not even begun to imagine.

For their Berlin performance, the Joshua light show line-up is 
Joshua White, alyson denny, seth Kirby, doug pope, Brock mon-
roe, ana matronic and Nick Hallett.
» joshualightshow.com
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sHrUBBN!! (de)
Ulli Bomans (aka schieres) and marco Haas (aka t.raumschmiere) 
founded their shrubbn!! project over ten years ago, even before 
Haas created his soon to be famous shitkatapult label in 1998. the 
aim behind shrubbn!! is to pursue the simple pleasure of making 
filthy but swinging freeform electronic noise improvisations.
» shrubbn.com

cristiaN VOGel (UK)
cristian Vogel is an anti-trendsetter and free spirit in the tech-
no realm, whose undoubtedly huge influence on the techno scene 
mostly leaves him cold. His straight-up, rigid and gritty brand of 
techno has always pursued its own idiosyncratic path. an intense 
pleasure in laconic concepts, sound machines, tonal experimenta-
tion, strict arrangements, and constructions of unfailingly pernick-
ety precision permeate his various projects.
» no-future.com

OVal (de)
For years, markus popp aka Oval has ranked among the most pro-
lific and renowned producers of contemporary electronic music. 
His radical, process-oriented and nonetheless highly musical ap-
proach anticipated »glitch«, »clicks & cuts« and »minimal«. the 
characteristic tension between strict formalism and subtle, organ-
ic melody are what make his fascinating »music 2.0« so distinctive. 
» ovalconcepts.com

traNsFOrma (de)
transforma is a Berlin collective whose work is focused on video, 
performance, installations, and music/video collisions. they fre-
quently collaborate with musicians such as apparat, chloé, and 
O.s.t.
» transforma.de 

marc Weiser (de)
marc Weiser, in partnership with video artist lillevan, has played 
pretty much every festival worth its salt under the rechenzentrum 
alias. since their ways parted in 2008, Weiser has continued solo, 
in a similar vein. He is also a member of the unique soloist ensem-
ble, Zeitkratzer, and composes for radio.
» weisermusic.com

tHOmas FeHlmaNN (cH/de)
thomas Fehlmann co-founded the band  palais  schaumburg in the 
80s, which was to have a major influence on Neue deutsche Welle. 
He later joined both the Orb and, together with Gudrun Gut, the 
radio collective Ocean club. He has worked with robert Fripp, Juan 
aktins, moritz von Oswald, sun electric, mute records, teutonic 
Beats, stephan remmler, and erasure. His solo career took off 
surprisingly late, with releases on Kompakt in 2002.
» flowing.de
» see page 65

RaNDOm NOIzE 
mUSICk maTINEE

shrUbbN!! & traNsFOrma / crIstIaN vOGel / Oval / marc WeIser / thOmas FehlmaNN
.HBC — SUNDay / 5.2. / 15:00

ephemeral, free-floating moments against a backdrop of deep sound and profound analog re-

lease – on the closing day of the Festival, in time-honored morning coffee tradition, the shit-

katapult crew invites us to a matinée gig at .HBc. together with video artists transforma, 

shrubbn!! present their new album echos, a simultaneously gripping yet dreamy sound film 

painted with bass, buzz and susurrus, rich in textured images, crystalline forms and shim-

mering steely refractions, for the very first time. in contrast, the new ambient noise set from 

cristian Vogel delivers dark precision in the measured tones of idiosyncratic arrangements, 

whereas the sample-based work of ctm co-founder marc Weiser – one of the Festival’s more 

frequent guests over the last decade under his rechenzentrum alias – leans more towards the 

organic mutability of seethe and bubble. tonal miniatures from Oval frame the concerts pre-

sented at this special matinée, which is kicked off by thomas Fehlmann on the decks.
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tim HecKer (ca)
Born in Vancouver, Hecker began making music in 1996. His breakthrough release was a beat-oriented production under the moniker 
Jetone that was picked up by Force inc. in 2000, but he soon became better known for ambient releases under his own name on labels 
such as Kranky, mille plateaux, alien8, and staalplaat. Hecker has collaborated with much lauded contemporaries such as christian 
Fennesz and, more recently, Ben Frost. His acclaimed albums include Harmony in Ultraviolet (2006) and an imaginary country (2009).
» sunblind.net 

montreal-based musician and sound artist tim Hecker is known for intense compositions that 

combine ethereal dissonance and »concept«. His debut full-length, Haunt me, Haunt me do it 

again was a record of abstract drones that earned him a cult following in 2001. a decade lat-

er Hecker’s distinct catalogue of lush, dark ambience has established him as a master of at-

mospherics.

a veteran ctm performer, Hecker returns to present new work based on the critically ac-

claimed album ravedeath, 1972 (2011). Hecker mics up the passionskirche church organ to 

produce a performance based on a system of feedback between organ and electronics, overlay-

ing the instrument’s natural sounds with real-time digital processing. the tones slowly over-

lap, intertwine and eventually dissipate, a technique Hecker devised during the production of 

ravedeath, 1972 in reykjavik with producer Ben Frost. the resulting digital-analog hybrid, 

filled with the tumultuous discord of tensions between real and digital realms, is an ominous 

exploration of sonic decay in both the physical sense of sound degradation and the conceptual 

idea of music as a devalued commodity. 

ORgaN CONCERT
tIm hecKer

paSSIONSkIRCHE — SaTURDay / 4.2. / 20:30
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to conclude the Festival and celebrate its own thirtieth anniversary, British label touch invites 

us to one of its spire events, which are centered on the sonic power of the organ. almost no 

other instrument can trace a vector from the deep time of technology through to the present, 

and thus equal the several thousand-year history of the organ. consequently, the curators of 

touch are just as interested in transferring this instrumental concept to modern technology 

(the organ as a forerunner of the synthesizer), as they are in the psycho-physical impact of 

its sound, in the history of the political instrumentalisation of the organ, and in the first ex-

perience and ritual appropriation of its underlying principles in prehistoric times – namely of 

wind, whistling through natural cavities and chimneys. as a deep-listening event with works 

by Giacinto scelsi, Jana Winderen, Olivier messiaen, marcus davidson, György ligeti, Hildur 

Guðnadóttir, Frank martin, charles camilleri, stephen montague, arvo pärt, eleh, diana Bur-

rell, the eternal chord, and a group improv session, spire makes manifest the metaphysical 

focus that has permeated the touch label program since its inception.

cHarles mattHeWs (UK)
charles matthews pursues a varied career as pianist, organist, 
composer, and teacher. in avant-garde circles he is most widely 
known for his work as the organist for a number of touch collabo-
rations. He has studied at the royal college of music, london and 
at trinity college, and is currently the organist for st catharine’s 
church in Gloucestershire.
» charlesmatthews.co.uk

marcUs daVidsON (UK)
marcus davidson is a composer, producer, keyboard player, and 
longtime participant in spire. a chorister at Worcester cathedral, 
davidson also reads music at Birmingham University, where he 
studied composition with Vic Hoyland.
» marcusdavidson.net

HildUr GUðNadóttir (is)
Hildur Guðnadóttir is a gifted cellist and composer with an impres-
sive history of collaborators including pan sonic, and Ben Frost, 
and releases on Oral, Quecksilber, and touch. she likes to conjure 
the somber rapture of multi-tracked cello. 
» hildurness.com
 

tHe eterNal cHOrd (iNt) 
an ongoing touch project, initiated by label co-founder mike Hard-
ing, the eternal chord is an improvised organ piece without end, 
performed by a constantly-changing roster of invited guests. 
» touchmusic.org.uk/theeternalchord 

JaNa WiNdereN (NO) 
constantly exploring new sound and recording technology, Jana 
Winderen is preoccupied with revealing the complexity and 
strangeness of the unheard (and often unseen) worlds of hidden 
sound sources, as well as qualities in natural sounds that are ea-
sily audible but not easily recognizable. 
» janawinderen.com 

eleH (Us) 
a project that is not often performed live, the mysterious apologist(s) 
of analog sound synthesis, eleh, create a powerful, deep listening 
experience that places an emphasis on creating tonal juxtaposi-
tions, spatial explorations of sound, low bass tones, and various 
spectral acoustic phenomena. 
» touchmusic.org.uk

TOUCH.30: SpIRE
charles mattheWs / marcUs DavIDsON / hIlDUr GUðNaDóttIr

 the eterNal chOrD / JaNa WINDereN / eleh / OrGaNOlOGy
paSSIONSkIRCHE — SUNDay / 5.2. / 19:30

»it is impOssiBle NOt tO Be draWN UpWard, WHetHer 
tOWards tHe spire OF tHe cHUrcH Or catHedral Or tO tHe 

HUGe aNd daUNtiNG FOrest OF pipes tHemselVes. 
tHe OrGaN dWarFs all cOmers«

 —

miKe HardiNG OF tOUcH
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western societies seem to be obsessed with the technical and 
cultural artefacts of their own recent past. mournful lament 
about this condition and loss circulates through the media ma
chine at an accelerated pace, just as the enthusiasm for post
production or parallel worlds evaporates faster than it can be 
digested by the pop culture theory market. Digital technologies 
for the manipulation of media artefacts along with media capa
bilities in distributing and archiving information culminate in an 
Internet anarchive, that is gorged on superfluity, stored within 
the set pieces of private mythology, and taken in by obsession or 
in the mundane alchemy of pop culture, thus leaving moderni
ty’s key players – the authentically passionate artistic existenc
es, individuals, heroes and real characters – looking remark
ably pale. Xenocommunication prevails in the flea markets (or 
dumps) of global civilization. Nowadays, alone that which opens 
me up, forces itself upon me, deciphers me, and thereby tem
porarily simulates the feeling that I am connected somehow to 
the power of an impending newness and otherness, enables me 
to cope with the fact that this putative novelty seems to have 
become more improbable than ever. 

This persistent, coercive intrusion of a seemingly insurmount
able past that daily outstrips itself at an ever faster pace and 
thereby defines our horizons, leads also to a kind of retreat that 
appears at first glance to be pervaded by something uncan
ny. It manifests as homesickness, as a yearning for transcend
ence, or as retromania, and grows all the more forceful, the 
more compelling our experience of technological disappropri
ation and delocalization becomes. Its depressive variations are 
equally widespread: the mass phenomenon of posttraumatic 
symptoms, a universal tiredness and, as a last resort, Bartle
by’s line: »I would prefer not to«. 

yet such an attitude, if grasped as an actual or potential condi
tion, can overcome other forms of disparity and asymmetrical 

whose ventriloquism invites our compliance. This state of af
fairs may make it advisable at times for individual positions to 
adopt reenactment as a means to work through it or, alterna
tively, to actively endeavour to forget it by attempting to appro
priate it in part only. In either case, we would evidently require 
a new form of angst management, one that »frames dangers 
rather than repressing them, not so as to serve senselessly as 
victims but rather, so as to accept and grow accustomed to their 
presence« (francois Roche).

for the theoretical framework under consideration here, an 
emphasis on the variant use either of fantôme (by abraham/ 
Torok) or of spectre (by Derrida) is largely irrelevant. The crux 
of the matter rather, is to demonstrate how both approaches to 
these phenomena intertwine against the backdrop of all things 
transgenerational, as well as legacy issues. It is these respec
tive modes of approaching this still incomplete legacy that de
termine the future. If we fail to take account of the current in
terdisciplinary analyses of such experiences and their impact, 
as well as of the strategies for dealing with such phenomena 
now being tested, then the violent implementation of short
lived and totalitarian models for resolution will be inevitable. 
whether and how diverse undertakings to this end may be con
nected or consolidated – which is to say, may become attractors 
of social renewal – remains still to be seen.

In this rapidly shrinking space – between the terrifying pros
pect of every last mystery being deleted by the harsh crystal
line brilliance of unrelentingly informative illumination, and the 
»dark and vibrant matters« of our landscapes and silicon archi
tectures, which nurture the hidden risk of uncontrollable pro
liferation and entropic dissolution in the very places they seem 
to unfold without end – it is imperative neither to be dazzled 
by the glare nor to drown in opaque material streams. In this 
Interzone, the semionauts are snared between soundclouds 
and deep level recordings by streams and transmissions for 
which their previous transistors (transfer resistors) are unsuit
ed. Captured by regressive, depressive or resigned perceptions, 
they dive into the symbol and material streams generated by 
constantly recycled cultural artefacts and the media appara
tuses that produce them, and draw on combinatorial games, 
tinkering, and crude bricolage in order to keep open the gaps 
that permit articulations of the other to shine through. This is 
not an intentionally artistic agenda. Rather, this meticulous, 
painstaking, sometimes dark, sometimes joyful experimenta
tion with the eerie, the dustchoked, and trash, this recourse 
to the past, the discarded or even the archaic, this desire to de
form, defocus, distort and liquefy, to disjoin, paste and splice is 
precisely what we are left with in the end, whenever a master 
plan is necessarily absent. 

Under the title SpECTRal, CTm.12 devotes itself to a musical 
and medial review of historic aesthetic designs and all unful
filled utopias and dystopias, and to penetrating deep into the 
material structures of their physical storage media.

we welcome the plastic force of the fluctuations, vibrations, 
rawness, and instability that surge forth from the independent 

exclusion and disrupt the normative power of power relations, 
even in cases where one is inclined to assume, one lacks the 
means to do so. faced with the ghosts who stalk us, one seeks 
another response and further responsibility, a dual responsi
bility: namely to those who are not yet born and to those who 
are already dead – a generational concern, therefore. The lat
ter is no more the realm of the family man (kafka) than it is of 
filiation, but rather is directed towards a whole new economy, 
another concept of globalization, and a different way of organ
izing the body politic. It is compelled not only to stay open to a 
future that is permanently coming into being, but also to wel
come it wholeheartedly. and it must evade both the strangle
hold of materialism and the constantly restructured variations 
on accumulations of the past.

It is imperative to take time for this, and to hold in check any 
rash claims that it might now, at last, be possible to box through 
supposedly existing and long overdue regulatory mechanisms, 
or to pin our hopes on the imminent, eventful moment (be this 
apocalyptic, messianic or revolutionary). parallels to this can 
be found among critical reactions to current protest move
ments, from Occupy wall Street through to anonymous. To re
nounce, during such protest, any claim to a concrete coun
tervision (manifestos, official spokespersons, clear operative 
structures, etc.) is to formulate an unsettling response to a 
confusing situation: public involvement that makes no specific 
claims amounts today to demanding the impossible, and hence 
directly addresses the most radical challenge facing our cur
rent social order. In this lies, not least, the mystery of the cry for 
justice, a cry raised by the other, be this s/he, who is no longer, 
or s/he, who has yet to be. It is this we have to answer to, and it 
encompasses all that is manifest in human or nonhuman form.

Simultaneously however, we find ourselves at the mercy of the 
phantom effects that have settled into the material plane and 

physical existence of sounds, images, and devices, to confront 
us with their strange or uncanny presence.

we take sides with the spirits and check out what the »phantom 
effects« transmitted at an apparently, increasingly accelerating 
pace from one generation to the next, are all about.

we welcome the »visitors of someone else’s memories«, but 
hope they won’t want to stay around.

we assume that it is not the dead or decrepit that haunts us, but 
the gaps left within us by the mysteries of others. for this rea
son there is no cause for mourning. Rather, we work with that 
which lives on and which now addresses us from the beyond 
– from beyond our own complacency and stylized selfimage.

we lend our ears to the whispers seeping from the walls and 
apparatuses on which the shadows of »many thousand depart
ed friends« (E. a. poe) are cast. 

Thus, arrayed before you at CTm.12, is a spectrum of singu
lar responses and artistic positions that move beyond the liv
ing present to address the mutations and distorted transmis
sions of these mysteries. Be it drag, hauntology, hypnagogic 
pop, spectral synthesizer music, reedits or neogothic, be it 
drone, psychedelic or new industrial music, no matter: via all 
these gateways, it is possible to penetrate presentday con
structions of reality, make contact with the spirits within, and 
decipher (decrypt) and encode (encrypt) their messages and 
transmissions. The goal is thereby not the addition of further 
or novel individual viewpoints, but the psychoplastic trans
formation that is a prerequisite of survival in the Interzone. 
The strategies proposed here are diverse: hypnotic decelera
tion and other forms of psychedelia; a return to analog media 
and physical metamorphoses; the fictitious, virtual and retro
active re or new articulation of personal fantasy landscapes, 
and their subsequent exploration; the creation of artificial mys
teries; DIyhistoriography and homemade media archaeology; 
specific negativity as a bitter thru euphoric rejection of the liv
ing present; or an experience of disembodiment, whereby one 
steps neomystically into the light from whence one can then 
view the world – »as if (one) were dead«.

To follow the cry, »Vive les fantômes!« (Jacques Derrida in ken 
mcmullen’s movie, ghost Dance) implies also, one has been 
summoned by phantoms. for after all, this cry, like any other, 
reaches us by means of telecommunication. It is insofar irrel
evant whether we find ourselves in the year 1983 or 2012.

SpECTRal
ctm.12 theme

ever since unspectacularly leaving the last millennium behind, the feeling has been creeping 

up on us that, in the face of the simultaneity of a permanent state of crisis and an exponen-

tially expanding technological archive, our entire future now lies in the past. there is no re-

naissance on the horizon. instead one has an overriding impression of staggering through or 

colliding with collective and private phantasmagoria.



»tHe dead lOOK almOst alWays calm aNd BUOyaNt, eVeN 
relieVed, as iF tHe dUst WOUld Be Happy tO Be rid OF 

tHe spirit ... aNd Vice Versa.«

—

cHristiaN FriedricH HeBBel
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THE STONE TapE
mODUle 1

HOUSES aRE lIkE STONE TapES. THEy RECORD EVERyTHINg THaT HappENS IN THERE. 
aND THEN ... SOmETImES, VERy RaREly – BUT THEy DO: REplay. aND THaT’S a gHOST 
... THE IDEa THE gHOST BEINg a SENTIENT lOOp — (Interview with guillermo del Toro)

When stone was still a primary medium of living memory, it determined living flesh and bod-

ies, and inscribed their memory. its survival and its antecedence were precisely what made it 

so insistent. it served to structure, to convert and to erect whatever anyone happened to imag-

ine or devise, and in fact, had been the basis of such construction measures since time began. 

thought is reliant on this stone; and the stone age by no means reached its end with the ad-

vent of »silicon architecture« in the so-called information age. On the contrary, even the ear-

liest days of »enlightenment between databank and processor« owe much to stone. yet it has 

not just recently but always had its limitations too. after all, efficiency and productivity can be 

optimized only through optical factors, which is to say through light. the optical computer and 

likewise the simulated quantum computer increase storage capacity exponentially. although 

the »iron age« (of metal strip conductors) has finally reached its end, silicon-tuned light still 

puts the brakes on our imaginative powers. 

the much-vaunted acceleration of enlightenment promises a total, seamless simultaneity that 

casts no shadow. this serves – whether consciously or not – to dispel the voices and mutter-

ings that can still be heard through the gaps and joints in the old brickwork. if the German 

word Glück, meaning luck or happiness, derives etymologically from lücke, meaning gap, (just 

as the word gap – derived from gappa, the old Nordic word for an aperture in a rampart – can 

promise good fortune in war), then it is exterminated and exorcised here. that which belongs 

to the past, to bygone days, should no longer whisper its promise through the joints in a wall; 

our ears are closed now to the faint murmur, to the virtually inaudible articulation of the Other, 

(for it does not promise and herald only good things after all, but is also menacing, traumatic, 

eerie and repulsive), and the fissure should close forever, in a blaze of light. No fade out or 

attenuation through recording and overwriting (reprocessing), but extermination through oli-

goptic enlightenment. the shadow of »all departed friends« (e. a. poe, shadow) is cast on the 

wall out of which it crawled. 

HaU 3 » 3.2. » 18:00 
THE STONE TapE I
Bradley l. garrett (Uk), lecture and film »Urban Explorers: 
Quests for myth, mystery and meaning«, 2009, 30 min.

Bradley l. garrett is a phD candidate in social and cultural ge
ography at Royal Holloway, University of london. for the past 
three years, Bradley has been doing ethnographic research 
with a group of urban explorers in the United kingdom, work
ing to unveil derelict or closed areas and liminal zones of the 
urban environment normally hidden from view. Using photogra
phy and video, Bradley has documented the urban infiltrations 
of the london Consolidation Crew into the city’s transportation, 
water, electricity and tunnel networks. His film is a review of 
the work of five scholars (alastair Bonnett, Tim Edensor, Caitlin 
DeSilvey, Hayden lorimer and David pinder) who have studied 
the theories and practices behind contemporary urban explora
tion from a number of different perspectives.
» placehacking.co.uk

HaU 3 » 4.2. » 15:00
THE STONE TapE II
Julian wolfreys (Uk), ByungChul Han (kR/DE),  
moderator: andreas l. Hofbauer (aT)

Julian wolfreys renowned not least for his influential interview 
with Jacques Derrida (published under the title »as if I were 
dead«) devotes his lecture to the shadows cast and musings 
muttered by cities and walls. wolfreys is professor of modern 
literature and Culture at loughborough University in the Uk. He 
also lectures at the Universities of luton, Dundee and Southern 
California. His teaching and research interests are the poetics 
and politics of identity, the ontology of literary forms, the rela
tion between historicity and being, modes of urban representa
tion, and the poetics of spectrality and haunting.

ByungChul Han, presently the most innovative philosopher in 
germany, addresses in his lecture the defining impact of stone 
on certain types of architecture – including silicon architec
ture – and in particular its unyielding resistance to light in a 
transparent society. Born in Seoul, Han studied philosophy in 
freiburg i. Br. and german literature and Catholic Theology 
in munich and is currently professor of philosophy and me
dia Theory at karlsruhe University of arts and Design (Hfg). In 
2010, matthes & Seitz published his book müdigkeitsgesells
chaft (»Tiredness Society«), in which he analyses the conse
quences of a shift from a negative society to one dominated by 
an excess of positive thinking.

andreas l. Hofbauer is a philosopher, psychohistorian and au
thor, who in various books and numerous essays recurrently 
addresses socioeconomic aspects of political science. He cur
rently coordinates and supervises a multimedia platform on 
cultural projects in Berlin, and is preparing a monograph on 
the tactile eroticism of textiles. He has translated several books 
by Slavoj Žižek as well as work by Thomas De Quincey, Jeremy 
Bentham, marshall Sahlins, Tom mcCarthy and Terry Eagleton, 
inter alia.
» alhofbauer.wordpress.com
» see page 59
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RESpECT SpECTRE
mODUle 2

a gUEST + a HOST = a gHOST
(maRCEl DUCHamp)

the hard thing to bear about a legacy is that it does not make things easy for us. No more than 

the name one was given, it cannot be appropriated; yet, in difference to a name, it must be 

passed on. it lands in our laps, demands transmission and, insofar as it demands a response, 

it brings responsibility with it. When i want something then i want to make it mine, it is true, 

yet it must also remain other to a certain degree, for me ever to be able to want it. What can-

not ever be fully re-appropriated is the meaning of this very process of appropriation, which 

pulls in two directions. my experience of dis-appropriation (derrida) forces me into appropria-

tion, yet i know at the same time that the latter will never, cannot ever be complete. a surge 

of homesickness becomes noticeable here, one that will grow all the stronger the more bru-

tally and violently technological expropriation and de-localization progress. yet this double(d) 

law – the double bind – proves even more unrelenting wherever we find ourselves dealing with 

something whose provenance is completely unknown to us, and must remain so. this holds 

true both for our own self, which creeps up on us as our double, during this process of dis-ap-

propriation, as well as for all that which is allegedly alien and remote, to which we turn in ex-

pectation of finding some things in common. the hospitable relations we maintain with these 

ephemeral creatures and shadowy beings are permeated by something that is about to vanish. 

it cannot be retained. Were it to remain, it would itself become the spookiest guest of all. if we 

expose it, we annihilate our own selves. 

HaU 3 » 2.2. » 17:00
RESpECT SpECTRE I
Tom mcCarthy (Uk, tbc), moderator: andreas l. Hofbauer (aT)
 
Tom mcCarthy is a British writer, literary critic and conceptual 
artist. His first novel Remainder (2005), a bestseller in the Uk 
and the USa, has been translated into eleven languages and is 
currently adapted for cinema. The novel was followed by a work 
of literary criticism, Tintin and the Secret of literature (2006), 
the novels men in Space (2007) and C (2010), several short sto
ries, and essays and articles on literature, philosophy and art. 
mcCarthy lectures regularly, inter alia at the architectural as
sociation, Central Saint martins School of art, the Royal College 
of art, goldsmiths College london and the Southern Califor
nia Institute of architecture los angeles. He currently teaches 
a course on »Catastrophe« at the london Consortium, and is 
general Secretary of the semifictitious avantgarde network, 
»International Necronautical Society«.
» necronauts.org

andreas l. Hofbauer
» see page 57

HaU 3 » 2.2. » 19:00
RESpECT SpECTRE II
»phantom love«, film by Nina menkes (US), 2007, 87 minutes.

Nina menkes feature film, starring marina Shoif and Juliette 
marquis, premiered at Sundance 2007 to rave reviews and has 
since been touring the world. Set in los angeles and Rishike
sh, India, it is a surreal, powerful story about an enmeshed 
family. a fascinating encounter of dreammemories and mani
festations of spectral presence, of human desire, and nonhu
man drives. Called »one of the most provocative artists in film 
today« by The los angeles Times, Nina menkes’s radical and 
pioneering work synthesizes inner dreamworlds with harsh, 
outer realities.
» ninamenkes.com

HaU 3 » 4.2. » 19:00
RESpECT SpECTRE III
»ghost Dance«, film by ken mcmullen (Uk), 1983, 100 min.

ken mcmullen is a British film director and artist, whose works 
are grounded in philosophy, history, psychoanalysis and liter
ature. »ghost Dance« is a legendary experimental film with 
Jacques Derrida and pascale Ogier, that is not only about the 
survivre of phantoms. »Jacques: pascale, what’s the idea be
hind your idea? pascale: The idea behind my idea is that I have 
no idea. Jacques: ah – I see – we’ll talk about it tomorrow.« 

kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 27.1.–19.2.
RESpECT SpECTRE IV
»The Crystal world Open laboratory«, a project by martin 
Howse, Jonathan kemp, Ryan Jordan (Uk) and Ralf Baecker 
(DE).
» see page 74

kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien & Reboot.fm » 27.1.–5.2.
RESpECT SpECTRE V
»Spectral Transistor« by laura lópez paniagua (ES)
» see page 77
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pOST-TRaUmaTIC 
EUpHORIa

mODUle 3

it remained ambiguous, this desire to understand trauma as a past event that reveals its impact 

only later, hence, to understand it as an event that unfolds in linear time. deliberations on the 

nature of sequential traumatization have broadened this understanding, but not conclusively. 

recent emphasis on the fact that subsequent developments determine psychological trauma 

represents a major step forward. the (still incomplete) synthesis of event/trigger on the one 

hand, and the subsequent interpretation of this scenario is topographic and spaced/spaced out 

(in the sense of phased/processual). it no longer necessarily occurs exclusively in an individual 

psyche but has been transferred to the reality of Others and their messages. the »Other« in 

this case is by no means a major abstract entity however, but rather the puzzle posed by the 

cryptic messages that surround us, that we strive to decipher, and that were sown by wholly 

concrete others (among whom we also number, in respect of our past histories).

in the face of such folly, the question arises as to what might be the point of euphorically evok-

ing an event/trigger, when to do so demands a caesura or a wholly fresh start. does any event 

able to break out of this recycling process even exist? How and why do we await it? and is not 

every generation perforce obliged to use ever-new frequencies to hunt down the voices im-

posed on it? are we even perhaps condemned to this incessant transmission of ghosts, from 

one generation to the next? if so, would we not be best advised to welcome them with cries of 

enthusiasm – beyond the living present – and to grasp the fact that they will always pay us a 

visit whether we were hard on their heels or not?

HaU 3 » 2.2. » 15:00 » Hosted by the Wire
pOSTTRaUmaTIC EUpHORIa
James ferraro (US), Daniel lopatin (US)
moderator: geeta Dayal (US)
 
Incessant production – not only of wares, ideas, feelings and 
attitudes but also of psychosomatic conditions – turns out an 
endless flood of material that survives as tenacious trash or 
as dustbunnies: cutout scenes of distorted lifestyle designs, 
elevator muzak, digested and undigested leftovers, splintered 
fantasies of perverse practices, blog entries, and youTube vid
eos with less than six clicks. faced with this output – the out
come of human or nonhuman activity respectively of machines 
of production – one can decide either to throw it away (which 
makes no sense at all, as it’s impossible to get rid of entirely); 
or, like ferraro and lopatin, one can use it as a springboard 
for further designs. To accuse these guys of searching trash 
dumps eclectically misses the point, and also overlooks what 
is a truly heroic undertaking: for the stuff that really requires 
an effort is the resistant remnants – resistant insofar as they 
are of no use either to shareholders or stakeholders. But the 
alchemist can turn them into gold: into a shimmering surface, 
as blindingly bright as the starry heavens. The more exposure 
one has to its rays, the more euphoric one becomes – and even 
a suntan is not ruled out.

Daniel lopatin is the man behind Oneohtrix point Never. His 
previous album Returnal (Editions mego, 2010) was made using 
vintage synthesizers to create widescreen ambient landscapes. 
His latest album Replica (mexican Summer, 2011) manipulates 
samples from 80s TV commercials to construct evocative tracks 
of unexpected emotional depth. although lopatin has com
plained about people using the word »nostalgic« to describe 
his music, the term is rather apt. But Oneohtrix point Never is 
not about dissecting retro aesthetics or glorifying some alter
nate version of the past (as may well be the case with his other 
project, ford & lopatin). In the best sense, Replica does indeed 
conjure a feeling of nostalgia: as if someone has hacked into 
your vaguest, most distant memories and reassembled them as 
clear recollections of things that never really happened.
» pointnever.com
» see page 45

James ferraro is a critically acclaimed artist of something that 
might best be named 21st century pop art. His most recent out
put includes 2011’s far Side Virtual (Hippos in Tanks), which 
has undoubtedly fuelled the amount of discussion and theoriz
ing that surrounds his diverse body of work. In far Side Virtual, 
ferraro explores the chaos in today’s world by focusing on its 
most garish aspects and on the fetishes of today’s hyperreal 
capitalism. fascinated by a culture of copies of copies of cop
ies, where both older and newer products are readily available, 
have to compete for consumers’ limited attention, and need to 
be passed on endlessly, ferraro has also turned his attention 
to radio culture in his newest album, I H a l E C – 4 $$$$$, re
leased under his new BEBE T U N E S moniker. an album that 
is meant to sound best on iphone speakers or mobile devices, 
it has the eerie quality of sounding both exactly and nothing at 
all like what’s on mainstream radio today. The songs are titled 
so as to make the listener feel like they are browsing through a 
ringtone library, never far away from today’s omnipresent con
sumer culture.
» muscleworksinc.blogspot.com
» see page 35

geeta Dayal writes frequently on the intersections between 
sound, visual art, and technology for major publications, in
cluding a.o. The wire, frieze, The New york Times, wired, Rhi
zome. Her first book, another green world, on the musician 
Brian Eno, was published by Continuum in 2009. She is cur
rently at work on a new book on the history of electronic music.
» theoriginalsoundtrack.com
» see page 65
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INVISIBlE aTTaCkS
aND HIDEOUTS

mODUle 4

to use bad vibes is as much in the interest of the military as it is of all those who seek to break 

through or disrupt the regimentation of a uniform order and complacent consumerism. stra-

tegic concepts of (asymmetric) warfare in the fields of information wars or sonic wars can be 

found on both fronts. Non-physical attacks or the exertion of influence (which nonetheless 

have a physical impact) thereby play a decisive role. this is nothing new, for the ideal of a uni-

form chorus (such as expressed in the national anthems that followed the French revolution) 

surely upheld the pursuit of tonal-political goals. Giving voice to a physical mass is virtually 

indispensable if one is seeking to coordinate and move (or disband) it. pivotal here, on both 

sides of the spectrum, is an instance of enmity or antagonism, and the projected images that 

accompany it (chaotic disbandment in the absence of a governing authority, the open or hid-

den exertion of totalitarian influence, and the limitation of freedom). this instance should be 

challenged. 

HaU 3 » 3.2. » 15:00
INVISIBlE aTTaCkS & HIDEOUTS I
aUDiNT (Steve goodman, Toby Heys, Uk)
moderator: paul paulun (DE)

aUDiNT (short for »audio intelligence«) is an artistic research 
unit consisting of Steve goodman, Toby Heys and Jon Cohrs, 
that documents and directs the militarydisciplinary use of 
sound, contrasting the supposed »good vibrations« of musi
cal entertainment with the »bad vibes« of conflict, control and 
paranoia. Steve goodman runs the record label Hyperdub and 
produces electronic music as kode9. He is senior lecturer in 
Sonic Culture at the University of East london. His recent book 
Sonic warfare (mIT press, 2010) is a theoretical investigation of 
sound, affect and power. additionally, he was a member of the 
autonomous research collective, the Ccru (Cybernetic culture 
research unit). Toby Heys produces music, sound and video in
stallations as a member of Battery Operated and robotic/ elec
tronic media projects as a member of The kIT Collaboration. 
He runs the sound/video label Cocosolidciti and is currently 
an aHRC scholar finishing a phD at John moores University in 
England as well as a resident artist at Eyebeam in New york.
» audint.net

paul paulun is a Berlinbased sound artist and researcher, ra
dio producer, journalist and author. His project spectrum en
compasses sound installations, radio plays, field recordings, 
documentaries for radio, and texts on acoustic phenomena.
» paulpaulun.de

HaU 3 » 3.2. » 17:00
INVISIBlE aTTaCkS & HIDEOUTS II
»mit meinem körper möchte ich lieber keinen kontakt haben«, 
intervention by martin Clausen (DE) 
a public séance and exercise with martin Clausen – a discus
sion with spectral effects. Together with the audience, Claus
en explores the concrete limits of transformability. what can 
be left aside? what can be made to vanish? what suddenly ap
pears? what comes back? Immediate physical reactions force 
the audience to radically confront the ambiguous character of 
their host.

martin Clausen has freelanced for the last eight years as an 
actor and director in Berlin, inter alia at Sophiensaele, HaU, 
podewil, Tanzfabrik and Ballhaus Ost. He frequently works with 
performance groups Nico and the Navigators, lubricat, Unis 
Unitendi and gob Squad, with partners such as lajos Talamonti 
and Hanna Hagenscheidt, and occasionally also with improvi
sation ensembles such as Streugut. In addition to his work in 
theatre, he has participated in many dramatic productions and 
performances shown in apartments, rooms, buses, stairways, 
and spaces outdoors: nontraditional venues, in which the au
dience is invited to walk around and pursue the action as it un
folds.
» twofish.info

kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 27.1.–5.2.
INVISIBlE aTTaCkS & HIDEOUTS III
»Dead Record Office«, installation by aUDiNT (Uk)
» see page 76

lokDock » 27.1.–5.2.
INVISIBlE aTTaCkS & HIDEOUTS IV
»panzer«, object by Nik Nowak (DE)
» see page 78
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zODIak REVISITED
mODUle 5

the Zodiak Free arts lab was a new-fangled venue for experimentation at the interface of 

music, art and performance, run between 1967 and early 1969 by conrad schnitzler, Hans-

Joachim roedelius, Boris schaak and others on the ground floor of the present HaU 2 build-

ing in Berlin. an open lab in which anyone and everyone was free to take part, and where fil-

ters such as »education«, »skill« and »virtuosity« had been eliminated, the Zodiak provided 

one of the most crucial incubators for upcoming artists of the day, among whom numbered 

Kluster, ash-ra tempel, tangerine dream, Human Being, agitation Free, Klaus schulze and 

other projects of the »Berlin school« so inadequately described by references only to krau-

trock and cosmic music. in particular conrad schnitzler – who shortly afterwards opted for a 

hermit existence until the end of his days and (although no less productive), to radically turn 

his back on the commercial art world – laid the foundations at the Zodiak for an unorthodox, 

free form of electronic music.

the lab as a production hub and a space for experimentation has become a centre of operations 

or switchpoint. Not only do solitary researchers conduct test trials here; things also get done. 

the emphasis is therefore less on measuring objects or rendering them functional, and more 

on generating relationships that allow objects to articulate their own language, to speak. thus 

conditions are created under which (new) ideas and (new) forms of failure can emerge. the 

laboratory assistant embarks on a new mode of communication with objects. He enters into a 

dialogue. such conditions must be repeatedly subjected to new trials, as language itself also 

alters over time. this is why the archive is not really important in this context (even though the 

question remains as to why no archive was constituted at the time). Zodiak revisited will not 

only pay tribute to a lab that held its own in the past, but will also seek to transpose its under-

lying – and, at the time, ground-breaking – concept to the present day. in addition to the con-

versations and films presented here, Zodiak revisited encompasses a range of performances, 

improvisations, sound environments and musical recitals (» see page 16). 

HaU 2 » 31.1. » 15:00 » Hosted by the Wire
zODIak REVISITED II – CON Talk
wolfgang Seidel (DE), Jens Strüver (DE), Thomas fehlmann 
(DE), moderator: geeta Dayal (US) 

a conversation about Conrad Schnitzler, his influence, his phi
losophy and the ongoing impact of his work.prior to the talk, 
a program of approximately 30 minutes with videos from and 
about Conrad Schnitzler will be shown. 

wolfgang Seidel cofounded the politically influential band Ton 
Steine Scherben and worked frequently with Conrad Schnit
zler, founder both of the zodiak free arts lab and kluster (lat
er Cluster), and a former member of Tangerine Dream. Seidel 
himself was also involved in the zodiak in his youth, and ranked 
among the few people Schnitzler personally authorized to per
form his music. Seidel aka Sequenza keeps the spirit of the 
zodiak alive with his own improvisation project, free arts lab. 
Scherben, his book about Ton Steine Scherben, was published 
in spring 2005. 
» see page 16, 17

Jens Strüver is a Berlinbased electronic musician with an af
finity towards the artistic heritage of the so called »Berlin
er Schule« (Tangerine Dream, klaus Schulze, ashRa Tem
ple, agitation free and others). He is also a cofounder of the 
m=minimal record label that releases original works by Con
rad Schnitzler as well as reworkings of the pioneering artist’s 
material by contemporary artists, including his own renditions 
created in collaboration with Christian Borngräber. He is a 
member of the trust that manages Schnitzler’s musical estate 
and knew Schnitzler during his lifetime.
» mminimal.com
» see page 17

In 1980, Thomas fehlmann cofounded the band palais 
Schaumburg, which was to have a major influence on Neue 
Deutsche welle. He later joined both The Orb and, together with 
gudrun gut, the radio collective Ocean Club. He was one of Con
rad Schnitzler’s students shortly before hand, at a time when 
Schnitzler served a brief but influential appointment at Ham
burg’s Hochschule für Bildende künste. fehlmann has worked 
with Robert fripp, Juan aktins, moritz von Oswald, Sun Elec
tric, Teutonic Beats, Stephan Remmler, and Erasure, and has 
released several albums on kompakt.
» see page 46

geeta Dayal writes frequently on the intersections between 
sound, visual art, and technology for major publications, in
cluding a.o. The wire, frieze, The New york Times, wired, Rhi
zome. Her first book, another green world, on the musician 
Brian Eno, was published by Continuum in 2009. She is cur
rently at work on a new book on the history of electronic music.
» theoriginalsoundtrack.com
» see page 61

HaU 2 » 1.2. » 15:00 
zODIak REVISITED IV
HansJoachim Roedelius (DE), SvenÅke Johansson (SE/DE), 
Borngräber & Strüver (DE), moderator: paul paulun (DE)

The interview spans an arc from the zodiak into the present. 
what were the sonic utopias at the zodiak? what fed the opti
mism back then? what situation are we faced with today when 
little of that euphoria can be felt? The zodiak was a unique, 
spatial, temporal and situational compaction, which produced 
an extraordinary creative boost, a temporary space of possibil
ity that challenged the players to expand their existing bounda
ries. which cultures of space, which policies and structures of 
space promote open experiment, and allow such a culmination 
of the new and unexpected? How does one create a laboratory? 
To start, one of the very few original documents from the zodi
ak, the 15 minute film of the same name, shot by Dietmar Bu
chmann in 1969, will be shown.

SvenÅke Johansson is a Swedish composer, poet and visual 
artist, Berlin resident since 1968. He has had numerous exhi
bitions and projects, and has published several book and over 
fifty CDs and lps. He has exerted a major influence on the Eu
ropean free improvisation music scene and forged a European 
variation on free jazz in the 60s, in collaboration with alexander 
von Schlippenbach, peter kowald and peter Brötzmann. long 
years of collaboration with alexander v. Schlippenbach, Rüdi
ger Carl, Hans Reichel, Dietmar Diesner, and axel Dörner, occa
sional projects with Shelley Hirsch, andrea Neumann, manfred 
Schoof, ludwig gosewitz, Thomas kapielski, martin kippen
berger, albert Oehlen, Heiner goebbels or Blixa Bargeld, and 
engagements inter alia at Vienna’s Burgtheater have shaped his 
career. He is most renowned as a drum virtuoso but also sings 
and performs spoken word. He participated in the zodiak free 
arts lab from 1967–69.
» svenakejohansson.com
» see page 60

Jens Strüver and Christian Borngräber have been making 
music together since 1999. Ten years later they founded the 
m=minimal label, eventually also releasing work by Conrad 
Schnitzler. They are now members of the trust that manages 
Schnitzler’s musical estate.
» mminimal.com
» see page 17 

paul paulun
» see page 63
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TRaSH / flOwS 
waSTElaND

mODUle 6

XENO-COmmUNICaTIONS: COmmUNICaTION OR DaTa TRaffIC BaSED ON THE plaNE Of BEINg 
OpENED (By) INSTEaD Of BEINg OpEN (TO). – (fROm THE glOSSaRy IN REza NEgaRESTaNI’S 

CyClONOpEDIa. COmplICITy wITH aNONymOUS maTERIalS)

the concept of landscape is gaining a new dimension not only in the field of Urban studies 

and the systemic approaches pursued by sociologists. people are also optimistically advocat-

ing the parliament of things (latour) or investigating the autopoietic network culture of trash 

or human dependency on non-human communication clusters. such holistic approaches may 

be based on trust or shadowed by apocalyptic forebodings. But in either case, the landscape 

(which is to say, the dynamically networked communication currents in matter itself) is an ac-

tor, and no longer simply a passive backdrop to the accumulation and interaction of objects. 

any landscape able to process information independently subsequently joins forces with land-

scapes of a similar composition. interventions in such circumstances appear to be not so much 

regulations or controlled arrangements; rather, the currents technician himself is now de-

ployed solely in this strange undead-living landscape, which manipulates him rather than he 

it. the material landscape and its currents, the dark and vibrant matters, themselves become 

active agents in our habitats. Here, the opposite of crystallization and glassy immobility de-

fines the end (or the new beginning): untrammeled autonomous proliferation. 

similarly in the work of e. a. poe: in mesmeric revelation (1844), mr. Vankirk is petrified:

»(His) corpse had all the stern rigidity of stone. His brow was of the coldness of ice. thus, or-

dinarily, should it have appeared, only after long pressure from azrael’s hand. Had the sleep-

walker, indeed, during the latter portion of his discourse, been addressing me from out the 

region of the shadows?«

– while Valdemar, in the Facts in the case of m. Valdemar (1845), is rapidly disintegrating:

»(a)mid ejaculations of ›dead! dead!‹ absolutely bursting from the tongue and not from the 

lips of the sufferer, his whole frame at once – within the space of a single minute, or even 

less, shrunk – crumbled – absolutely rotted away beneath my hands. Upon the bed, before that 

whole company, there lay a nearly liquid mass of loathsome – of detestable putridity.«

surviving ghosts crystallize here, or fall apart in a mucosal mass against whose poisonous 

fumes not even an open window is of help. all that remains is the dispirited witness.

HaU 3 » 4.2. » 17:00 » Hosted by the Wire
TRaSH / flOwS (waSTElaND)
lectures by mark fisher (Uk), Reza Negarestani (IR)

mark fisher, aka kpunk, is an English author who writes inter 
alia for The wire, frieze, Sight and Sound and other magazines. 
He currently lectures at goldsmiths University and at london’s 
City literary Institute. His work on hauntology and his critique 
of capitalism pioneers new paths. Slavoj Žižek described fish
er’s book Capitalist Realism (2009) as a »compulsively read
able book (and) simply the best diagnosis of our predicament 
that we have!«
» kpunk.abstractdynamics.org

with his first book, Cyclonopedia: Complicity with anonymous 
materials, Iranian author and philosopher Reza Negarestani 
dished up a mix of theory and fiction that threw philosophy and 
critical theory into a spin. Negarestani lives in exile in malaysia, 
where he writes about contemporary theory, ancient greek and 
contemporary philosophy, politics and the occult, for online and 
print publications. He is a cofounder and member of the re
search group Hyperstition, which emerged from the Cybernetic 
Culture Research Unit at the University of warwick and cold
me.net. He has published gaS: The Necronomicon of Deleuze, 
The mortiloquist and Homostasis, inter alia, and runs the blog 
Eliminative Culinarism.
» blog.urbanomic.com

kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–19.2. » daily 12–19:00
fEEDINg ON REflECTIONS
Triptychon for three plasma screens by alexander Christou 
(DE), 2011
» see page 78



»it’s really simple. i’m UNcOmFOrtaBle WitH tHe idea 
tHat i’m aN aUtHOr OF tHis stUFF. i’m JUst participatiNG 

iN stUFF tHat’s HappeNiNG all acrOss yOUtUBe, 
Kids dOiNG similar tHiNGs all OVer.«

—

daNiel lOpatiN aKa ONeOHtriX pOiNt NeVer
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How many ghost movies does Hollywood produce every year? How many books with mystical 

apparitions become summer bestsellers? How many people try to communicate with the be-

yond by using old techniques or new technologies? But if we really want to search for ghosts 

nowadays, we could simply look inside some small black plastic boxes that sit quietly on our 

shelves.

gHOSTS Off THE SHElf
aN exhIbItION cUrateD by thIbaUt De rUyter

kUNSTRaUm kREUzBERg/BETHaNIEN / OpENINg: fRI, 27.1. » 19:00
 EXHIBITION: 28.1.–19.2. / OpENINg TImES: DaIly 12 –19:00

The economy of technology is based on quick obsolescence. The 
dead battery in the digital camera that we had ten years ago 
can’t be charged or replaced, and so the machine is definitely 
unusable. Software we operated every day hasn’t worked ever 
since we updated our computer operating system. a VHS tape 
on which we recorded images from the TV has lost its content 
for no apparent reason. Even finding a simple cable to connect 
two machines can become a problem.

ghosts Off The Shelf is about the slow disappearance of VHS, S
VHS, VHSC, Video 8, Hi8, Betamax, Betacam and other lesser
known analog video formats that use magnetic tape. we all still 
possess a few of those objects, and because we no longer have 
the relevant equipment, we can’t see (or even know) what’s on 
those recordings.

New media artists have for years confronted the question 
of digitization and preservation of their works. Instead, the 
parti cipants here are visual artists who produced, in the last 
 de cades, some forgotten (i.e. invisible and perhaps never
seen) video pieces. for whatever reasons, they produced analog 
 vi deo, then decided to leave the work behind, moving on to an
other medium or technique. They share in common a critical 
point of view with regard to the use of tools, an inventive rela
tionship to their media, or a strong connection with the uncanny 
in art. Each of the invited artists deliver a tape, we digitize it and  
create an »archive« of about 20 videos. Having a slight memory 
of these things that they did years ago – and probably haven’t 
seen for a while – we ask them to give us »ghosts«, pieces 
that exist only in their memories but which find a new (digital) 
 existence through the exhibition.

On top three guest curated projects complete the artists list: 
the archive of the transmediale presents a selection of vide
os depicting dogs and fires, the second proposes music videos 
from the french postpunk era, while the third offers a glimpse 
on into the otherwordly musical worlds of CTm.12.

The exhibition is not about technological nostalgia, but about 
the aesthetic that can be found in certain techniques – the 
grain of Ilford Hp5 photographic film, the blurred and satu
rated colors of VHS, the compression of mp3 files – and how 
these aesthetics will be loved, forgotten, and then once again 
become fashionable. It is also about the disappearance of our 
own memories and data, things that we wanted to keep forever 
but which will, because of technological progress, the aging of a 
technique, or the selfdestruction of a supporting system, soon 
no longer exist. – Thibaut de Ruyter

artists:
Theo altenberg, la Boîte à gants productions (gilles Ber
quet & mirka lugosi), Barbara Breitenfellner, martin Dam
mann, Valerie favre, Jason forrest, Christian gfeller, Richard 
grayson, graf Haufen, Carl michael von Hausswolff, Elke Sil
via krystufek, Joep van liefland, Ingrid luche, Jacek Niegoda, 
yokna patofa, Jorge Queiroz, monica Ross, Christian Vialard, 
alexandra Vogt, Canine pyromania selected video art and de
tritus from the transmediale archive curated by Ruth kemper 
& Baruch gottlieb, RVBTransfert (redukt) curated by pierre 
BeloüinOptical Sound, Emmissions from anarchives, curated 
by Jan Rohlf & lilli maxine Ebert.



from left to right: la Boîte à gants (g. Berquet & m. lugosi), graf Haufen, RVBTransfert curated by p. Belloüin, C. gfeller, RVB
Transfert, a. Vogt (3x), R. grayson, m. Ross, I. luche, m. Ross, RVBTransfert, V. favre, R. grayson, y. patofa, J. forrest, la Boîte 
à gants.
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if life itself starts from aperiodic crystals that encode infinite futures within a small number of 

atoms, then the digital crystallization of the geo-biologic by capital limits these futures to the 

point of exhaustion. Where computers and the minerals from which they are made are consid-

ered as equally crystalline, then their decrystallization is only possible through the introduc-

tion of vigorous and noisy positive feedback loops.

THE CRySTal wORlD 
OpEN laBORaTORy

a prOJect by martIN hOWse, JONathaN Kemp, ryaN JOrDaN, ralF baecKer
kUNSTRaUm kREUzBERg/BETHaNIEN / OpENINg: fRI, 27.1. » 19:00 

laBORaTORy: 30.1.–5.2. / EXHIBITION: 28.1.–19.2. » 12–19:00

The Crystal world Open laboratory, through various chemical 
decrystallizations of the digital, returns to the earth redundant 
electronics, the poisonous support for a synthesized dystopic 
world, as the recrystallized mineral. mimicking the often dan
gerous processes undertaken in the recovery of rare and pre
cious metals by the dispossessed, the Crystal world proposes 
to expand these world interventions through experimentation 
in the formation of novel crystal earth geologies aimed to etch 
unexpected psychophysical distortions and contingencies into 
our contemporary crystalline cycles. 

from January 30 till february 4, a number of selected partici
pants will join martin Howse, Ryan Jordan, Jonathan kemp and 
Ralf Baecker at their own risk. During this open laboratory, ac
tivities will include explorations in earth computing, mineral 
precipitation, high heat synthetic geology and inductive crystal
lography, DIy semiconductor fabrication, water crystal cryp
tography, anthropogenic fossilizations, kirlian photography, hi
voltage fulgurite construction. On Sunday 5th february there 
will be a public presentation and performances, with labora
tory process and created artifacts to be exposed as an exhibit 
till february 19, 2012. 

as part of the project, Ralf Baecker shows his installation 
 Irrational Computing, an artistic examination of the materials, 
aesthetics, and potential of digital processes, which are usu
ally conceived logically and rationally. In exploring the deep
est physical levels of digital systems – semiconductor crystals, 
the raw materials of information technology – the installation 
renders the underlying unpredictable processes of quantum 
mechanics visible, and thus forms a digital signal processing 
engine that operates on the dividing line between order and 
chaos. »Irrational Computing« reinforces the mystique of these 
materials, which are at the core of the technology all around us.
» crystal.xxn.org.uk 

martin Howse operates within the fields of discourse, specula
tive hardware (environmental data in open physical systems), 
code (an examination of layers of abstraction), free software 
and the situational (performances and interventions). Since 
1998, martin Howse has performed and given workshops in ven
ues and festivals worldwide, with actions crossing the division 
of code and matter
» 1010.co.uk

Ryan Jordan is an electronic artist working with selfmade in
struments and tools for live performance. He has presented 
his work internationally in a wide range of venues from art and 
academic institutions to derelict warehouses and squats. Ryan 
is currently undertaking a phD at the music Technology and In
novation Research Centre at De montfort University.
» ryanjordan.org

Jonathan kemp has a long history of speculative and situational 
life coding events elaborated as active makingsintheworld, 
with project collaborations that include data processing per
formances, environmental installation, speculative symposia, 
and social software events executed throughout Europe and the 
US, at various festivals and institutions including ISEa, piksel, 
Electrohype, Cybersonica, transmediale, Siggraph, and ICa.
» xxn.org.uk

Ralf Baecker studies computer science, attended the academy 
of media arts in Cologne, graduating in 2007, and taught at the 
Bauhaus University in weimar and at the Bremen University of 
the arts. Baecker builds installations and sculptures that de
construct the fundamental elements of symbolic and techno
logical processes.
» rlfbckr.org

Ralf Baecker’s installation is a production of DOCk e.V. in col
laboration with the Ernst Schering foundation.

»tHe aBsOlUte sileNce OF tHe VeGetatiON alONG tHe BaNKs 
aNd tHe deep prismatic GlOW 

almOst cONViNced Him tHat tHe eNtire eartH Had BeeN 
traNsFOrmed aNd tHat aNy prOGress tHrOUGH tHis 

crystal WOrld Had BecOme pOiNtless.« 

—

J.G. Ballard, tHe crystal WOrld
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INSTallaTIONS & 
wORkS

JUST NOTICEaBlE DIffERENCE (JND)
Installation by Chris Salter (Ca/QC), 2010
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00
In the installation »Just Noticeable Difference (JND)«, Chris 
Salter ratchets down the level of sensory information to the 
threshold of the perceptible. On entering the installation the 
visitor is immersed in an environment of neartotal darkness, 
insulated against external sound and vibration. Sparked by an 
array of sophisticated builtin sensors and devices that emit 
microlevels of tactile, auditory, and visual feedback, the slight
est motions cause this environment to respond, though so sub
tly as to test the limits of both perception and interpretation. 
The result is a revelatory aesthetic experience in which noise 
shifts towards order, sensation becomes sense, and the appar
ent randomness of threshold sensory impressions gives way 
to a new understanding of meaning in the relationship among 
body, self, and external world.
» chrissalter.com

BETwEEN | yOU | aND | mE
Installation by anke Eckardt (DE), 2011
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00
anke Eckardt’s work is a multisensory installation in the form 
of a spectral wall of sound and light that responds to the vis
itor’s presence. like any other wall, this wall contributes to 
the definition of architectural space. However, it is not made 
of stone but of dynamic, volatile media: infrasound, ultra
sound, and light rays. while numerous, intangible walls in so
ciety seem insurmountable, this is a wall that can be traversed 

by visitors. anke Eckardt is a Berlinbased artist focusing on 
sound and sound anthropology.
produced with the support of the artistinResidence grant of 
the Saxon ministry of Science and the fine arts 2011, in coop
eration with CyNETaRT, the city of Dresden, and cofinanced 
by the Culture programme of the European Union (20072013) 
in the framework E.C.a.S.  Networking Tomorrow’s art for an 
Unknown future. Supported by the graduiertenschule für die 
künste und die wissenschaften der Udk Berlin & Douglas Hen
derson.
» ankeeckardt.org

DEaD RECORD OffICE
Installation by aUDiNT, 2011
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00
The »Dead Record Office« by aUDiNT (short for »audio Intelli
gence«), an artistic research team currently comprising Steve 
goodman aka kode 9, Toby Heys and Jon Cohrs, documents and 
directs the militarydisciplinary use of sound: Topsecret mili
tary projects simulating sounds of the enemy, reproductions of 
sounds of dead allies communicating from beyond the grave, 
crowdcontrol experiments that make it difficult to discern 
whether a voice is coming from a person’s own consciousness 
or projected from the outside, infra and subfrequencies per
turbing the very depths of our conscious tissue; here the senso
ry apparatus and the brain itself has become the battleground. 

Utilizing a software named »ghostCoder«, aUDiNT are current
ly systematically encrypting and uploading their research ar
chive of waveformed affect and propagate it »throughout the 

living dead networks of our communication systems« with the 
aim to »arm the mass populace with the efficacy of sonic weap
onry so that it does not become the sole preserve of the mili
taryentertainment complex«.

»The Dead Record Office« is a shrine, a sacred place, testa
ment to the distributed efforts of aUDiNT members to repur
pose military research relating to acoustic weaponry, in order 
to improve previously occulted attempts to open up the 3rd ear. 
The 3rd ear, is a dimension that materializes when sound, ultra
sound, and infrasound are simultaneously deployed in a precise 
schema of sequencing, duration, and amplification. The 3rd ear 
forms a conduit for the channelling of voices and frequencies, 
allowing communication between the living and the dead, sanity 
and insanity and between disparate locations in space and time.

Visitors to the installation are invited to take one of the avail
able flashlights to enter the dark room and experience its dark 
science and sonically dissonant content. 
» audint.net 
» see page 62

SpECTRal TRaNSISTOR
audio piece by laura lópez paniagua (ES), 2012
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.– 5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00
Reboot.fm » 3.2.–5.2. » On air Ukw 88.5 » daily 21–22:00 
Stream reboot.fm » daily 21–5:00

Though secret information is not revealed, it is involuntarily 
transmitted. It can be received by one’s unconsciousness, af
fecting one’s behavior in ways that are alien to him/her. an ex
ample for this phenomenon is a family secret; its origin can be 
very distant, hidden in generations that have perished long ago 
and that hold no direct bond to those who are still reacting to 
their secrets. Such ghostly transmissions affect bodies. If walls 
could decode these signals and transform them into acoustic 
waves we would be able to hear the murmur of millions of se
crets traversing time and space, using our unconsciousness 
as a receiver.

The »Spectral Transistor« evidences this stream of uncon
scious information. an archive of secrets was made with anon
ymous contributions. The information gathered resulted in a 
broadcast, as if these spectral currents have managed to inter
fere with the regular electromagnetic radio waves (Reboot.fm), 
and the walls of the exhibition space have turned into receptors 
for these signals (project Space). 

artist laura lópez paniagua lives and works in Berlin. She 
studied at Universidad Complutense de madrid and at the free 
University Berlin, and is currently preparing a scientific mono
graph on forms of artistic agitation and intervention in politi
cal contexts.
» sites.google.com/site/lauralopezpaniagua
» see page 59

SONNE = BlaCk BOX
Ursula Bogner (DE) – filing System Of Index Cards, 1966–76
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00
It was thanks to a chance encounter with her son that Jan Je
linek discovered the estate of the late Ursula Bogner (1946–94), 
a pharmaceutist from west Berlin who had solitarily pursued 
her interest in synthesizers, drawing and borderline sciences 
for over twenty years, thereby creating a body of work that could 
eventually merit her posthumous ranking among the postwar 
avantgarde. Jelinek has since edited and published excerpts 
from Bogner’s acoustic, photographic and graphic oeuvre (none 
of which was published in her lifetime), which initially ushered 
in the claim that he and she were one and the same person, 
as well as subsequent debate around the issue of fakes re
spectively suspected fakes as a presentation/reception strate
gy. Questions as to the role, impact and standing of artificial or 
genuine secrets are intersecting threads in Ursula Bogner’s bi
ography and oeuvre, and likewise in critiques of these. Bogner’s 
work, whether fictitious or real, is irrevocably intertwined with 
her biography and so, as author and musician momus wrote in 
his book, Ursula Bogner – Black Box = Sonne, questions as to 
Bogner’s real identity are largely irrelevant: »Every lie creates 
a parallel world; the world in which it is true. So I am interested 
in the parallel world in which Ursula Bogner really is credible, 
and really exists«.
» faitiche.de

HISTORICal RECORDINgS VOl. I
Various artists, gagarin Records, Catalog #: gR2013, 2010
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00

as more and more archives become digitalized and accessible 
through the internet, the entire history of recorded sound is 
only a few mouse clicks away. However, the 2008 discovery of 
a phonautograph recording of »au Clair de lune« from 1860 in 
a paris archive, demonstrated that fragile treasures remain to 
be discovered by the dedicated explorer. Sound artist felix ku

in the project space of the Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, at lokdock, and at the Berghain, 

a number of loosely connected installations relate to the festival theme spectral by explor-

ing the phantom effects of our perception, the bad vibes of sonic weaponry, and the truthful 

or artificial mysteries that are embedded in technological memory storage. taking us beyond 

the safe ground of clear cause-and-effect relationships, these works project us into the un-

easy »interzones« between the promises, traumas, and fuzzy logic of ubiquitous technology.
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bin has spent the last 5 years investigating, tracking down, and 
collecting a stunning selection of hitherto neglected recordings 
from archives and private collections. 

The selection of recordings presented here offer diverse trans
missions from the analog past: the chronicles of eccentric ma
chines, alleged occult occurrences during telephone exchang
es, drunken whalers, marine plankton, music hall entertainers, 
Nazi attempts to play protosynthesizers, uncategorizable odd
ities, and lost documents by originators of the avantgarde.
» gagarinrecords.com

SäUglINg, DUSCHkOpf, DamENSCHRITTE
Eine polymorphe klangbibliothek, audio piece by felix kubin 
(DE), 2010
project Space of kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–5.2. 
» daily 12–19:00

In the late 50s, the first vinyl audio recordings for home use ap
peared. They had names like »The Set«, »music to Underlay« 
and »Sounds in Stereo, with alignment grooves and announce
ments,« and were directed primarily at »the homemovie mak
er, and friend of audio and slide shows.« In the piece presented 
here, felix kubin compiled a polymorphic sound library based 
on this format, which aims to free sounds from the catalog. a 
combinatorial game with real and fake names throws modes 
of listening into ever greater confusion, and cedes to the au
dio artifacts’ own communication with one another. alignment 
grooves begin to flicker. a sound log dissolves into its constitu
ent parts. The previously wellarranged recorded past attains a 
new anarchic presence of multiple audio fictions.

felix kubin was born in 1969, specializes in electroacoustic 
experiments, and futuristic pop music. He runs his own record 
label, gagarin Records, and produces radio plays, short films, 
and lecture performnces, e.g. »paralektronoia« (2004) and 
»wiederhole 18« (2008) for wDR, »testest« for Deutschland
radio Berlin and ORf (2011), »parasol Elektroniczny« for Ra
dio web macba.
» felixkubin.com

produced in collaboration with Deutschlandradio klangkunst.

fEEDINg ON REflECTIONS
Triptych for three plasma monitors by alexander Christou (DE), 
2011
kunstraum kreuzberg/Bethanien » 28.1.–19.2. 
» daily 12–19:00
Viscous deceleration facilitates the fleeting encounter of after
images in space: long departed from Brighton beach and pass
ing on Blackfriars Bridge like ships in the night. a liquid agent 
vibrates and turns into an obsidian glass. There, where mate
rial reaches its end, the phantoms turn to greet us. alexander 
Christou, born 12.7.1962, is a composer and visual artist. He 
lives and works in Berlin.
» alexanderchristou.com
» see page 67 
 

paNzER
Object by Nik Nowak (DE), 2011
lokDock, 27.1. 19:00 & 31.1.– 5.2., daily 18–22:00
performance »Nik Nowak vs. Ultramoodem«, 31.1. » 22:00
Nik Nowak’s »panzer« (2011) is a sound system built from a 
chain dumper. a wall of speakers with 9 membranes and 4 high 
frequency horns and 4000 watt is raised hydraulically from the 
mount before bursting into action. But, more notably »panzer« 
is the artistic representation of a sound weapon that echoes the 
aesthetics of military »stealth« technologies, the brute force of 
armored vehicles and the anarchic culture of mobile sound sys
tems. This combination incites a vague fascination for the bad 
vibes of aggressive frequencies and impressively addresses the 
role of sound as a means of controlling masses and space. Nik 
Nowak is a Berlinbased artist whose work with sound is usu
ally manifested in sculptural forms, particularly as fantastic 
sonic vehicles. His work considers the transportation of sound, 
the physical perception of sound waves and the notion of imple
menting sound as a weapon.

a project in collaboration with the Berlin curator peter lang.
» niknowak.de
» see page 63

DaS gESCHEHEN
a project by Nik Nowak and moritz Stumm (DE) with contri
butions by Stellar Om Source (Nl), Stephen O’malley (US),   
marius Rehmet (DE), mfO (DE), michael Schultze (DE),  
Tim plamper (DE)
Berghain, 31.1.–3.2., during concerts
»Das geschehen« (The Happening) is an object reminiscent of 
an underwater mine in which 24 slide viewers have been em
bedded. Since 2009, Nik Nowak and moritz Stumm have invited 
various artists to use this exhibition platform to present their 
work beyond traditional art venues, and to thereby juxtapose 
and/or oppose their personal artistic positions. The slides are 
collected and archived. »Das geschehen«, here in its fifth edi
tion, is curated by Jan Rohlf.
» niknowak.de

ElECTRO-aCOUSTIC Café
Installation/performance by James Brewster (SE/Uk)
1.–5.2. HaU 2 / waU, 16–19:00
James Brewster turns coffeemaking at the waU restaurant 
in HaU 2 into a otherworldly experience: Contact microphones 
attached to all of the coffeemaking equipment (espresso ma
chine, milk jug, grinder, drip tray, water tank, espresso pump, 
etc) pick up the noises of the machinery. These are then fed 
through a laptop, subjected to subtle digital processing in real 
time, and amplified.
James Brewster is an EnglishSwedish sound artist and profes
sional barista who has competed in »latteart«, and came sec
ond in the 2010 Swedish Championships in Stockholm.
» fragmentcafe.com
» straydogarmy.co.uk/jb
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—
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Incompatibility is the condition arising when things are not 
working together. with the theme in/compatible, the festival 
probes the productive and destructive sides of incompatibil
ity as a fundamental condition of cultural production. To be in/
compatible means to refuse a quick return to business as usual. 
It means to instead dare an investment in the unusual: aesthet
ic, ambiguous and nervous expressions of politics and technol
ogy that are contingent with the dark sides of network culture. 

Since years we have heard about the coming »promised land« of 
convergent technology, culture and economy as proclaimed by 
new media entrepreneurs, neoliberal economists and develop
ment experts. Instead of a smooth operation, it is increasingly 
clear that processes of convergence bring about new tensions 
in everyday life, economy, politics and technology. Tensions and 
states of crisis are not contradictory to convergence which is 
instead a process that should be understood as dependent on 
the production of the incompatible. 

The simultaneous monumental failure and global ubiquity of 
technology seems to move us beyond the polarity of utopia and 
dystopia. Instead we are entering the blurred environments of 
the unadapted, monstrous and »uncorporated«. The increas
ingly unclear tensionstates between open and closed, free
dom and control, idealistic and commercial are giving rise to a 
new kind of »technocultural uneasy«. The in/compatible in this 

DaRk DRIVES. UNEaSy ENERgIES IN TECHNOlOgICal TImES
In the exhibition curated by Jacob lillemose, more than 35 
works of art and artefacts of everyday culture approach the 
dark side of technological culture from various points of view. 
Under the title »Dark Drives: Uneasy Energies in Technological 
Times«, a constellation emerges in which our relationship to 
technology appears ambivalent, unpredictable and amorphous. 

featuring: 0100101110101101.ORg, art 404, ant farm, antony 
Balch / william S. Burroughs, Heath Bunting, Chris Burden, 
Jack Caravanos (Blacksmith Institute), Jennifer Chan, Tracy 
Cornish, Chris Cunningham / aphex Twin, Constant Dullaart, 
(epidemiC), matteo giordano, gæoudjiparl, Bjørn Erik Haugen, 
Jaromil, JODI, Sture Johannesson, Junko & mattin, Jk keller, 
mistress koyo / karla grundig, peter luining, Vibek Raj maurya, 
jon.satrom, Nikola Tesla, VNS matrix, a. o. 

RESOURCE fOR TRaNSmEDIal CUlTURE
»reSource for transmedial culture« is a new initiative of trans
mediale in collaboration with CTm and the kunstraum kreuz
berg/Bethanien to sponsor an allyear platform for the ex
change of methodologies and knowledge. The reSource program 
at transmediale 2012 is curated by Tatiana Bazzichelli and will 
be distributed into five different subthemes: reSource meth
ods, reSource activism, reSource networks, reSource markets 
and reSource sex.

featuring: geoff Cox, katrien Jacobs, Jaromil, Joasia krysia, 
Steve lambert, linux virgins, Sergio messina, Telekommu
nisten, Johannes p. Osterhoff, morten Riis and Shu lea Cheang, 
kathy Rae Huffman, florian wüst a.o.

SaTEllITE STORIES
The video program Satellite Stories, curated by marcel Schwi
erin, raises the question of the compatibility between human 
beings and the products they create. The products seem to de
velop a life of their own, and are no longer adapted to suit hu
man needs; instead, we are forced to adapt to them in order to 
avoid becoming incompatible ourselves.

featuring video works by Babak afrassiabi & Nasrin Tabata
bai, Hanspeter ammann, Dalibor Baric, Susan Bowman, peter 
Callas, Dellbrügge & de moll, Harun farocki, Dominic gagnon, 
HennaRiikka Halonen, Isabelle Hayeur, eteam, Bjørn melhus, 
Neozoon, Till Nowak, Rotraut pape & andreas Coerper (Raskin), 
people like Us, Roee Rosen, maria Vedder, a. o.

context is a singular moment of transversal reflection. artists, 
hackers and tinkerers engage the imperfect nature of technol
ogy. They give it a cultural shape, developing a modular reflex
ivity that responds to the everchanging social and economical 
terrains of the networked world.

allowing for incompatibility is also central to the capitalist log
ic of always being »open to business«, the constant integra
tion of new areas of production. But this does not necessarily 
mean that incompatibility always leads to cooptation. The in/
compatible moment produces a gap in capitalist production, a 
temporary moment of stasis which may be used to reflect on 
where we are going, if anywhere at all, and on what conditions. 

as an in/compatible being, transmediale 2012 highlights pro
jects and cultural phenomena that savor this stop in the inces
sant flow of things and posits it as a moment of tension that 
allows for a redefinition of our initial terms of engagement. 
Contrary to the fear of the incompatible, so prevalent in the 
age of cloudcomputing, the festival raises the question of what 
happens when incompatibility is brought to the fore rather than 
hidden away in the dark underbelly of digital culture?

» transmediale.de

gHOSTS IN THE maCHINE
The performance program The ghosts in the machine, curated 
by Sandra Naumann, reflects upon the compatibility and incom
patibility of old and new, of analog and digital media. The artists 
draw on the practices of media archaeology by using digital in
struments to explore analog media. In a series of audiovisual 
performances, this tactic reveals qualities that are specific to 
older media, thus luring the »ghosts out of the machine«. 
featuring performances by Joshua light Show, Billy Roisz, 
dieb13 & mario de Vega, flora könemann, Valerio Tricoli, wolf
gang Spahn & martin Howse, a. o.

IN/COmpaTIBlE: SySTEmS | pUBlICS | aESTHETICS
from 3 to 4 february, the interdisciplinary panels and artist 
presentations of the symposium in/compatible: systems | pub
lics | aesthetics will examine recent and emerging develop
ments in network culture as well as the in/compatible in terms 
of its logics of production within different fields. whether poli
tics, economics or culture: the phenomenon of in/compatibil
ity – with its productive and also destructive forces – seems to 
permeate all social systems. 

featuring: Jacob appelbaum, gabriella Coleman, florian 
Cramer, Jodi Dean, michael Dieter, matthew fuller, Orit Halp
ern, graham Harman, Tsila Hassine & ziv Neeman, Stefan & 
Ralph Heidenreich, Olia lialina & Dragan Espenschied, Rosa 
menkman, Jussi parikka a. o.

mcluhan lecture: andrew feenberg
In cooperation with the Embassy of Canada we also present 
this year’s marshall mcluhan lecture held by andrew feenberg 
(ca), giving the lecture Ten paradoxes of Technology. 

mcluhan Salon: Jeremy Bailey
as part of the cooperation with the Canadian Embassy transme
diale present the first german exhibition of the Canadian new 
media, video and performance artist Jeremy Bailey, who sati
rizes utopian new media vocabularies.

labor Berlin 8: Studio weise7 – the in/compatible laboratorium 
an exhibition and experimental workspace presented in coop
eration with labor Berlin at Hkw. The project comments on 
our dependence on machines and networks, where each work 
represents a unique, critical engagement with the challeng
es of our »technopolitical condition«. participating artists are 
Bengt Sjölén, Brendan Howell, Danja Vasiliev, gordan Savičić, 
Julian Oliver, Servando Barreiro.

at transmediale 2012, which will take place from 31 January to 5 February at the Haus der Kul-

turen der Welt under the new artistic direction of Kristoffer Gansing, everything will revolve 

around the theme in/compatible. as always, transmediale runs parallel to and in cooperation 

with ctm.

IN/COmpaTIBlE
traNsmeDIale 2012
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transmediale and ctm’s Vorspiel is a pre-festival program where over 20 independent partner 

organizations, galleries, project spaces and other venues across Berlin invite you to a series 

of exhibition openings, performances, artist talks and special events that take place beyond 

the main venues of either festival. 

Vorspiel takes place on the weekend prior to both festivals, from thursday 26 – sunday 29 Jan-

uary 2012, at independent organisations, galleries, project spaces and other venues across 

Berlin. the Vorspiel program partners have been selected by transmediale and ctm according 

to one of the following criteria: content that relates to the in/compatible and/or spectral the-

matic frameworks of the festivals, key collaboration partners and high artistic quality. 

experience some of Berlin’s best experimental arts, music and sound via this unique pre-fes-

tival weekend. 

» ctm-festival/vorspiel

participatiNG VeNUes & OrGaNiZatiONs

» _Vilém_Flusser_archiv 
 Grunewaldstraße 2-5, 10823 » flusser-archive.org
» collegium Hungaricum Berlin (.cHB) 
 dorotheenstraße 12, 10117 » hungaricum.de
» art laboratory Berlin 
 prinzenallee 34, 13359 » artlaboratory-berlin.org
» ausland 
 lychenerstraße 60, 10437 » ausland-berlin.de
» c-base
 rungestraße 20, 10179 » c-base.org
» computerspielemuseum 
 Karl-marx-allee 93 a, 10243 » computerspielemuseum.de
» errant Bodies
 Kollwitzstraße 97, 10435 » errantbodies.org
» Galerie (dam)Berlin 
 Neue Jakobstr. 6/7, innenhof, 10179 » dam-berlin.de
» Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien 
 mariannenplatz 2, 10997 » kunstraumkreuzberg.de
» leap 
 Karl-liebknechtstraße 13, 10178 » leapknecht.de

» lokdock 
 am Wriezener Bahnhof / Helsingforser str. 10243 » lokdock.com
» Nationalgalerie im Hamburger Bahnhof 
 invalidenstraße 50-51, 10557 » hamburgerbahnhof.de 
» NK projekt 
 elsenstraße 52 (2. Hinterhaus etage 2), 12059 » nkprojekt.de
» Node center for curatorial studies 
 Waldemarstraße 37a, 10999
» Nordic embassies, Felleshuset 
 rauchstraße 1, 10787 » nordischebotschaften.org
» O’tannenbaum 
 sonnenallee 27, 12047 » o-tannenbaum-berlin.de
» schering stiftung 
 Unter den linden 32–34, 10117 » scheringstiftung.de
» supermarkt
 Brunnenstraße 64, 13355 » supermarkt-berlin.net
» styX projects 
 Kottbusser damm 7, 10967 » styx-projects.com
» substitut
 torstraße 159, 10115 » substitut-berlin.ch
» uqbar
 schwedenstraße 16, 13357 » uqbar-ev.de 

VOrspiel scHedUle

thursday » 26 January
19:00 » supermarkt » Free culture incubator Finale – Best practice review
19:00 » schering stiftung » stones and Hand held lava, ilana Halperin
20:00 » leap » Bodycontrolled, alex Nowitz, echo Ho, mario de Vega
22:00 » O’tannenbaum » Black ambient enlightened ambient, 4 days of spectral ambient, Hitmachine, dJ squeaky

Friday » 27 January
15:00 » _Vilém_Flusser_archiv » Flusserian philosophical Fridays
16:00 » computerspielemuseum » amaZe presents Global Game Jam
17:00 » Nordic embassies, Felleshus » transmediale 2012 text-sound salon with pär thörn & tobias r. Kirstein
19:00 » Galerie (dam)Berlin » reply all, aram Bartholl
19:00 » Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien » ctm.12 exhibition 
19:00 » substitut » irreconcilably compatible – heidiwithoutcountry, rafael adame, shima asa, corina caviezel a.o.
19:00 » lokdock » panzer, Nik Nowak
20:00 » art laboratory Berlin » Navigating the everyday, plan b
20:00 » Nationalgalerie im Hamburger Bahnhof » musikwerke Bildender Künstler, »db« by ryoji ikeda
21:00 » ausland » umlaut im ausland, Florian Bergmann, pierre Borel, Hannes lingens
21:00 » c-base » be future in/compatible, improbanden, stickman
21:00 » O’tannenbaum » Black ambient enlightened ambient, 4 days of spectral ambient, Blue stark, dNa conspiracy, innercity

saturday » 28 January
16:30 » Node center for curatorial studies » Berlin art link presents ici’s project 35
17:00 » errant Bodies » Not i, leif elggren, Brandon laBelle, Heimo lattner a.o.
19:00 » styX projects » Frozen in stone, Benjamin laurent aman
19:00 » uqbar » Grammophon, emilia Badalà
20:00 » leap » in/compatible drawing in the age of electronic expressions, david Bowen, daniel Franke, sanela Jahic a.o.
21:00 » O’tannenbaum » Black ambient enlightened ambient, 4 days of spectral ambient, lieven r. J. moana, a.o.

sunday 29 » January
17:00 » computerspielemuseum » paidia laboratory: feedback, paidia institute
18:00 » Node center for curatorial studies » Berlin art link presents ici’s project 35
19:00 » collegium Hungaricum Berlin (.cHB) » in/compatible archaeology: light shows expanded, artist talk with Joshua White
19:00 » NK projekt » the immanent lie & paN label Night, rumpsti pumsti, Bill Kouligas, John Wiese, eli Keszler
20:00 » ausland » picture this, aline Benecke
21:00 » O’tannenbaum » Black ambient enlightened ambient, 4 days of spectral ambient, Bram stadhouder & Wouter Jaspers

VORSpIEl
art / sOUND / DIGItal cUltUre at 20 veNUes acrOss berlIN

26.–29.1.
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ICaS/ECaS NETwORkS

icas – international cities of advanced sound – is a global network of independent non-profit 

organizations dedicated to advancing sound cultures, music and related arts. ecas – european 

cities of advanced sound – is its european branch. 

Nine ecas-organizations and associated partners are currently in the middle of a 5-year pro-

ject, entitled Networking tomorrow’s art for an Unknown Future that sees the network ex-

pand cooperation, co-commissions, and knowledge exchange between member organizations 

and their associated artistic communities. the next icas/ecas meeting will take place during 

ctm.12. While these meetings are closed to the public, we welcome any artists or profession-

als interested in creating links with ecas to get in touch via the general inquiry address info@

ecasnetwork.org. during ctm.12, the ecas Network will also launch a new call for artist pro-

posals for co-commissioned works (2 projects) or an artist residency (1 selection only). please 

see ecasnetwork.org for more information.

waU – CTm.12 fESTIVal-CafE & RESTaURaNT

the meeting point for festival visitors at HaU 2, with breakfast, coffee, lunch, snack, delicious 

dinner and internet. From February 1 to 5, between 16–19:00, barista and sound-artist James 

Brewster, translates the actual coffee making into a unique sonic environment with his elec-

tro-acoustic café project (» see page 72).

» daily 10–24:00 at the ground floor of HaU 2

CTm.12 VIDEO BlOg

Follow the festival on the internet: realeyz.tv presents the ctm.12 videoblog. daily interviews, 

reports and concert recordings. 

» realeyz.tv/ctm12/videoblog

STay TUNED

Join us on Facebook and twitter to keep in touch with the ctm community and to stay informed 

about our activities all year round. 

» twitter.com/disK_ctm

» facebook.com/ctmFestival
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EB Radio App, U 2 (links, kein Satzspiegel)

L I S T E N  N O W !
W W W. E L EC T RO N I C B E ATS . N E T / R A D I O

The Electronic Beats Radio App.
DJ mixes and festival live cuts, exclusively compiled for the website can now be 
streamed via iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. Over 150 mixes and live cuts by artists 
such as Modeselektor, Planningtorock, Anja Schneider, Little Dragon, Holy Ghost, 
Aérea Negrot, Synkro and Lazer Sword.

E L E C T R O N I C 
B E A T S

R A D I O  A P P

T U N E  I N !

Mit den Ohren denken. Sound Studies, der postgraduale 
Masterstudiengang an der Universität der Künste Berlin, 
befasst sich mit allen Themen der modernen auditiven 
Kultur. Mehr unter www.udk-berlin.de/soundstudies

Präsentation der Masterarbeiten 2012 
15. und 16. März 2012, Kino Arsenal, Berlin
Campus Exhibition, Ars Electronica 2012 
30. August bis 4. September 2012, Linz

John-Foster-Dulles-Allee 10
10557 Berlin

www.hkw.de

Worldtronics12
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28.11. – 
2.12.2012

WT12_CTM_RZ.indd   1 23.12.2011   13:20:29 Uhr



In 2012, ECAS will commission two substantial 
and unique artworks or performances of a high 
artistic standard, experimental in nature 
and addressing trans-European issues.

THEME: 
NETWORKS OF ADVANCED SOUND AND RELATED ARTS // 
BRIDGING CULTURAL SECTORS AND DIFFERENT MEDIA 
AND ENABLING CITIZEN INNOVATION

NEW CALL FOR ENTRIES

Find out all the details & apply until 31st March 2012 
on http://ecasnetwork.org/commissions

"We lock music with Ableton, sequencers, computers 
and drum machines. What I do is try to work with a loop 
in a way to free it. All the modulations, all the sounds, the 
shapes. It is a matter of freedom."

Morphosis

Resident Advisor
www.residentadvisor.net
Electronic music online.
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Die bislang 37-teilige DVD-Edition umfasst
österreichische und internationale Film-, Video- 
und Medienkunst. Neben thematischen 
Kompilationen sind u.a. DVDs zum Werk von 
Siegfried A. Fruhauf, Ferry Radax, Maria 
Lassnig, Peter Weibel, Constanze Ruhm, Marina 
Gržinić/Aina Šmid, Jan Peters u.a. erschienen.

Abonnieren Sie jetzt
springerin und erhalten
Sie gratis eine DVD 
Ihrer Wahl aus der 
DVD-Edition INDEX.

Abonnement

Jahresabo/4 Hefte (€ 39,00 Ausland 
zuzüglich Versandkosten)

StudentInnenabo (€32,00 Ausland 
zuzüglich Versandkosten)

Folio Verlag Wien-Bozen
Schönbrunnerstraße 31, A-1050 Wien
T  +43 1 581 37 08
F  +43 1 581 37 08 - 20
E  office@folioverlag.com

Einzelhefte 
aus den Jahrgängen 1995 bis 1998 können, 
sofern sie nicht vergriffen sind, über die 
Redaktion bestellt werden, ab Jahrgang 1999 
direkt über den Verlag.

Redaktion springerin
Museumsplatz 1, A-1070 Wien
T  +43 1 522 91 24
F  +43 1 522 91 25
E  springerin@springerin.at
www.springerin.at

EINE RUNDE SACHE

One-Stop-Solution
Mit unserem Business-Modell One-Stop-Solution bieten wir die einmalige Kombination von Spezialisten aus allen Bereichen der Eventumsetzung 
und modernsten Material- und Ausrüstungsressourcen.
Wir vereinen Veranstaltungstechnik, Dekoration und Messebau unter einem kompetenten Dach. Werkstätten, Schlosserei, Schreinerei und eigene 
Programmierstudios runden das Angebot ab.  
Die Umsetzung aus einer Hand ist unsere Stärke. So ermöglichen wir die unkomplizierte Realisierung Ihres anspruchsvollen Events.
Das bedeutet: Mehr Qualität, kreative Lösungen und spürbare Entlastung vor Ort.

One-Stop-Solution – eine runde Sache für Event, Live-Entertainment oder Messe.

satis&fy AG Berlin 
Schlesische Straße 26 
D-10997 Berlin 
www.satis-fy.com
info@satis-fy.com

Fly BerMuDa Festival 
Flughafen Berlin Tempelhof
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altenberg, Theo (aT) » 70
ancient methods (DE) » 34
anstam (DE) » 43
anworth kirk (Uk) » 20
applehead (Uk) » 20
aUDiNT (Uk) » 63, 76
azimuth, Slant (Uk) » 20
Baby ford (Uk) » 36
Baecker, Ralf (DE) » 59, 74
Balam acab (US) » 32
Beloüin, pierre (fR) » 70
Bock, Onnen (DE) » 19
Bogner, Ursula (DE) » 77
Borngräber & Strüver (DE) » 18, 65
Breitenfellner, Barbara (DE/aT) » 70
Brewster, James (SE/Uk) » 78
Burger, Jörg (DE) » 12
Byetone (DE) » 28
Cantuledesma, Jefre (US) » 24
Christou, alexander (DE) » 67, 78 
Clausen, martin (DE) » 63
Co la (US) » 35
Cohavi, anat (Il) » 17
Cosmo Vitelli (fR) » 42
Cuni, amelia (IT) » 22, 23
Curtis, Charles (US) » 10, 11
Cut Hands (Uk) » 31
damman, martin (de) » 70
Davidson, marcus (Uk) » 50
Dayal, geeta (US) » 61, 65
de mey, yves (BE) » 28
De Ruyter, Thibaut (fR/DE) » 10, 11, 70
Delfonic (DE) » 43
Demdike Stare (Uk) » 20
denny, alyson (Us) » 44
DiskJokke (NO) » 42
DJ Elephant power (BE) » 30
Eckardt, anke (DE) » 76
Eleh (US) » 50
favre, Valerie (DE/fR) » 70
fehlmann, Thomas (CH/DE) » 46, 65
fell, mark (Uk) » 28
ferraro, James (US) » 35, 61
fisher, mark (Uk) » 67
forrest, Jason (US) » 70
Free arts lab (iNt) » 17
frost, Ben (IS) » 34
g.H. (Uk) » 34
garrett, Bradley l. (Uk) » 57
gfeller, Christian (DE/fR) » 70
ghettospheric (DE/Uk) » 38
goodman, Steve (Uk) » 63, 76
gottlieb, Baruch (DE/Ca) » 70
göttsching, manuel (DE) » 45
graf Haufen (DE) » 70
Grayson, richard (aU) » 70
grouper (US) » 24
guðnadóttir, Hildur (IS) » 50
Hallett, Nick (Us) » 44
Han, ByungChul (kR/DE) » 57
Harmonious Thelonious (DE) » 40

Hautzinger, franz (aT) » 22, 23
Hayward, Robin (Uk) » 22, 23
Heatsick (Uk) » 33
Hecker, Tim (Ca/QC) » 48
Hennix, Catherine Christer (SE) » 22, 23
Heys, Toby (Uk) » 63, 76
Hieroglyphic Being (US) » 33, 40
Hofbauer, andreas l. (aT) » 57, 59
Holy Other (Uk) » 32
Howse, martin (Uk) » 59, 74
Hudson mohawke (Uk) » 43
IamTHaTIam (US) » 33, 40
Ismaily, Shahzad (US) » 34
Ital (US) » 33, 38
Jeffery, Hilary (Uk) » 22, 23
Johansson, SvenÅke (SE/DE) » 65
Jordan, Ryan (Uk) » 59, 74
Joshua light Show (US) » 44, 45
kangding Ray (fR/DE) » 28
kemp, Jonathan (Uk) » 59, 74
kemper, Ruth (DE) » 70
kettel (Nl) » 35
Kirby, seth (Us) » 44
köhn (BE) » 19
Koltsov, alexej (rU) » 25
kouligas, Bill (gR) » 31
Krystufek, elke silvia (at) » 70
kubin, felix (DE) » 77, 78
kuedo (Uk) » 32
kürvers, klaus (DE) » 17
kyoka (Jp) » 28
la boîte à gants productions (fR) » 70
lando kal (US) » 43
lopatin, Daniel (US) » 45, 61
lópez paniagua, laura (ES) » 59, 77
loudE (Nl) » 42
luche, Ingrid (fR) » 70
magnason, Borgar (IS) » 34
maiovvi, antoni (Uk/DE) » 42
mara Trax (Il/DE) » 36
marchetti, lionel (fR) » 10, 11
martinez, Bruno (fR) » 10, 11
matronic, ana (Us) » 44
matthews, Charles (Uk) » 50
mcCarthy, Tom (Uk) » 59
mcmullen, ken (Uk) » 59
meinz, Ralf (DE) » 22, 23
menkes, Nina (US) » 59
metz, armin (DE) » 19
mfO (DE) » 34, 78
mohn (DE) » 12
monroe, Brock (Us) » 44
morphosis (lB) » 29, 34
mosse, kassem (DE) » 40
mouse On mars (DE) » 30
Negarestani, Reza (IR) » 67
Niegoda, Jacek (pl) » 70
Novo line (US) » 35
Nowak, Nik (DE) » 63, 78
Nwachukwu, tony (de) » 29
O’Tannenbaum DJs (Nl) » 33

Oneohtrix point Never (US) » 45, 61
oOoOO (US) » 32
Opium Hum (DE) » 34
Oval (DE) » 46
patofa, yokna (Jp) » 70
paulun, paul (DE) » 63, 65
phurpa (RU) » 25
pole (DE) » 29, 40
pope, doug (Us) » 44
porter, Roly (Uk) » 34
pRSzR (pl/aT) » 31
puzzle (INT) » 32
Queiroz, Jorge (pt) » 70
Qluster (DE) » 19
Radigue, Eliane (fR) » 10, 11
Reisser, marius (DE) » 40
Robinson, Carol (US) » 10, 11
Roedelius, HansJoachim (DE) »16,19, 64
Rose, Simon (Uk) » 17
Ross, monica (Uk) » 70
rumpff, dirk (de) » 29
Salter, Chris (Ca/QC) » 76
Salva (US) » 43
Sammy Dee (DE) » 36
Schnitzler, Conrad (DE) » 16, 17, 18, 64
Schwingenschlögl, paul (aT) » 22, 23
Seidel, wolfgang (DE) » 17, 18, 65
selchukov, pavel (rU) » 25
Sendai (BE) » 28
Shlohmo (US) » 43
Shrubbn!! (DE) » 46
Solistenensemble kaleidoskop (DE) » 30
Sølyst (DE) » 30
Stellar Om Source (Nl) » 33, 78
Strüver, Jens (DE) » 18, 65
Stumm, moritz (DE) » 78
Supersilent (NO) » 45
Taprikk Sweezee (DE) » 38
tegin, alexei (rU) » 25
The Chora(s)san TimeCourt mirage » 22
The Eternal Chord (INT) » 50
The Haxan Cloak (Uk) » 31
Transforma (DE) » 46
Umatic & Telematique (DE) » 43
Utukin, eduard (rU) » 25
Vainio, mika (fI) » 34
van Hoesen, peter (BE) » 28
van liefland, Joep (DE/Nl) » 70
Vandeweyer, Els (BE) » 17
Vialard, Christian (fR) » 70
Vogel, Cristian (Uk) » 46
Vogt, alexandra (DE) » 70
Voigt, wolfgang (DE) » 12
von Hausswolff, carl michael (se) » 70
Votel, andy (Uk) » 20, 35
weiser, marc (DE) » 46
White, Joshua (Us) » 44
winderen, Jana (NO) » 50
wolfreys, Julian (US) » 57
zip (DE) » 36
Zodiak Free arts lab » 16, 64
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credits

Oliver Baurhenn, Jan rohlf, remco schuurbiers
» program curators and festival direction

andreas l. Hofbauer 
» Guest curator discourse program 

thibaut de ruyter 
» curator exhibition »Ghosts Off the shelf«

Falko teichmann, Gideon rathenow, michail stangl,
annie Goh, lars döring 
» curatorial contributions and advice 

tania Wehrs 
» Festival management & administration

Karen Grzemba 
» Finance, ecas project assistance 

Franziska Benkert, Benjamin straub, andreas Gogol 
» production managers 

ivo Krug, magda torres, lilli ebert 
» Festival assistants 

elisabeth enke, meike Jansen
» technical production exhibition

Guido moebius 
» press & pr 

marius rehmet (studio grau) 
» Graphic design 

Jan rohlf, taïca replansky, Oliver Baurhenn,
alexander paulick, Falko teichmann,
andreas l. Hofbauer, andreas richter
» authors & editors catalogue and web 

alexander paulick, Jill denton 
» translation 

radek szczesniak, taïca replansky 
» Online community manager 

anke eckhardt, mattef Kuhlmey 
» technical production

anja Henkel
» Volunteers

stefan schreck 
» Web programming (typo3) 

einsnull
» Web provider 

thank you!
» all e.c.a.s. members, all i.c.a.s. activists / carsten seiffarth 
and carsten stabenow of dock e.V. / eric mattson / eunice & elliot 
maurice / ingo Ohm / armando Gómez roo / Jason Forrest / Ja-
net leyton-Grant / marco microbi / mat schulz and Gosia plysa of 
Unsound / mathias lilienthal, christoph Gurk, Kirsten Hehmeyer, 
elisabeth Knauf, and everyone at HaU / stéphane Bauer and his 
team at Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien / Nadja clarus / Norbert 
thormann, michael teufele, andre Jürgens, andreas Baumecker, 
Gideon rathenow, and the whole Berghain crew / Fabian Grimme, 
Oliver thomas, steven thomas / Kristoffer Gansing, markus Huber, 
Filippo Gianetta, christine Bernauer, susanne Bernstein, tatjana 
Bazzichelli, Baruch Gottlieb and the whole transmediale team / the 
members of General public / dirk mielenhausen / Uwe Buhrdorf (sa-
tis & Fy) / and the many more generous helpers, supporters and 
partners who have helped sustain and develop the festival. and of 
course everyone who keeps inspiring us and makes us laugh … 

ticKets

individual tickets (concert program): 10–22 eUr
individual tickets (discourse program): 7/5 eUr reduced price
ctm.12 Festival pass: 90–140 eUr
ctm.12 & transmediale.12 Kombi pass: 130–170 eUr
saturday Night ticket: 20 eUr

Online purchase » ctm-festival.de/ctm-festival/tickets.html
and at » koka36.de

important!
events start on time – please pick-up your tickets at least 30 min 
in advance.

VeNUes

» Berghain / panorama Bar / Kantine
 am Wriezener Bahnhof, 10243 Berlin-Friedrichshain

» Gretchen
 Obentrautstr. 19–21, 10963 Berlin-Kreuzberg

» HaU 1–3
 HaU 1 » stresemannstr. 29, 10963 Berlin-Kreuzberg
 HaU 2 » Hallesches Ufer 32, 10963 Berlin-Kreuzberg
 HaU 3 » tempelhofer Ufer 10, 10963 Berlin-Kreuzberg

» Haus der Kulturen der Welt
 John-Foster-dulles-allee 10, 10557 Berlin-tiergarten

» .HBc
 Karl-liebknecht-str. 9, 10178 Berlin-mitte

» Horst Krzbrg
 tempelhofer Ufer 1, 10961 Berlin-Kreuzberg 

» Kater Holzig
 michaelkirchstr. 23, 10179 Berlin-mitte

» Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien
 mariannenplatz 2, 10997 Berlin-Kreuzberg

» lokdock (next to Berghain)
 am Wriezener Bahnhof, 10243 Berlin-Friedrichshain

» passionskirche
 marheinekeplatz 1, 10961 Berlin-Kreuzberg

‚
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